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Introduction

As Sidney Ahlstrom has observed, Great Basin Mormonism has

been variously described as an American subculture, a sect, a mystery

cult, a religion, a church, a people, and a nation.l The followi.g
essays probe a number of facets of the experience of the Mormon
people in order to provide a better understanditg of their character

and their traditions. Origin ally presented as part of the Charles Redd

Lectures on the American \fest during the 1977 -78 academic year at

Brigham Young University, these essays provide insights into aspects

of Mormon culture rangirg from experiences with children to the

significance of the symbolism connected with the LDS temple.

That the Mormons must be considered distinctive virtually all

would a.gree; Mormon doctrines and outlook are a radrcal departure

from traditional Christianity. As the Mormon philosopher George
Boyd put it, for Latter-d^y Saints eternity is not the escape from
time, as in traditional Christianity-it is never-endirg time.z The
Mormon idea that man and God are literally of the same species and

that men and v/omen may become gods and goddesses is found more

easily today in speculative science fiction like Robert Heinlein's
Stranger in a Strange Land than in organized religion. In the

nineteenth century, Mormons were communitarians and polygamists
while most Americans were laissez -faire capitalists and monogamists.

Today , Latter-day Saints resist absoqption of their nucleated wards

into the larger society and punctuate that resistance by the

establishment of a welfare program to care for the poor and a social

services system to help those plagued by emotional disorders. These

centripetal tendencies are reinforced through the Primary

Association, through sem inary classes, and even through the concern

over poetry, stories, and plays provided for general dissernination"

It would be impossible in a series of essays to cover all aspects

of Mormon traditions and culture. For that reason, we have selected

only a few of the most important for inclusion in this volurne.

Beginni^g with a general overview of the shape of Mormon country vl1



a century Lgo, we have considered the Mormon response to the arts,

particularly to poetry. The essays thereafter deal with the nineteenth-

century m rru ge practices of the Mormons, the training and care of
young children in the Primary Association, and, finally, the symbolic

significance of the temple.

In any such endeavor, thanks are due many people. \We

particularly appreciate the help provided by Chris Hill and Deanne
\Whitmore in typing and checking sources and the editorial

suggestions provided by Jessie Embry

Notes

1. Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A Religious History af the Americnn People,2

vols. (Garden City, N.Y.: Image Books, I97t), I:613.

2. George T. Boyd, Viars on Man and Religion, ed. James B. Allen,
Dale C. Ldheminant, and David J. \flhittaker (Provo, Utah:
Friends of George T. Boyd, t979), p. 37.
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Mormon Country a Century Ago:
A Geographer's View

Lowell C, Bennion

From tbe point of uiew of geograPhy as pattem and process rather
than as physical setting, it seems unlikely tbat dn! other people occupying

the Great Basin would ltaue fashioned it in the sAme wa! the Monnnns
did. It is upon tbe patterns and processes of settlerneit that Loutell C.

Bennion, professor of geography at Humboldt State Uniuersity, ltas based

this study of the shape of Mornrnn cnantry in 1880,

Mormon interest in agriculture, fo, instance, dictated a particular
settlement pattern which proued in some ways incompatible with later
deuelopment based on rniniog, The emphasis on establishing settlements in
the ualleys just east of the Wasatch Range rather than in those farther to

the west was significant, Since railroad deuelopers were interested, in tapping
the mineral districts and in reaching across the region to the Pacific coAst,

manj of the older settlsnents rernained isolated from adeqaate

transportation systems for long periods of time, This may help to explain the

relatiae underdeuelopment, until recent years, of rnuch af Utah south and
east of Prouo,

Most prouocatiue, howeaer, is Bennion's suggestion that eaen during
the territoial period Morntons were not in full control of their ou/n

settlement patterns, The aiew that federal land laws ma! haae led these

settlers into less of a town-centered systern than we haue heretofore supposed

bears further inuestigation. In addition, the role of gentiles in the

deaelopment of Salt Lake City and other places needs further study,

Basically, wbat Professor Bennion has prouided is a prelirninary
graphic oaeruiew of Utah in 1880, His map-essay raises rnan! rnzre

questions than he can d.nsu)er at this point, Fortunately, this is only an
introduction to a sedes of larger studies which will include an atlas 0f
Mormon history and 6tn analysis of the federal population censas 0f 1880.

All of those interested in Morruon studies will eagerfi await these

contibutions,

Introducdon

The chance to look at the Mormon country of t880 from a

grcogr pher's perspective came to me while I was in Salt Lake City on
sabbatical and enga,ged in two related'research projects. One involved
the preparation of an atlas of Mormon history from 1830 to 1980;

the other focused on ?n analysis of the federal population census



taken in Utah and adjoining areas in 1880. The Redd Center's

cordial invitation to lecture offers me an opportunity to preview

both projects before a presumably critical but receptive audience. By
looking at Mormon country as it was in 1880-at the point of
intersection of these research interests-I hope to zdd a geogrzpher's

perspective to the assessment of Brigham Young and his Great Basin

kingdom.
Allow me at the outset to define my point of view by outlining

three of the ways in which a geographer might examine "The
Mormon People: Their Character and Traditions." Americans who
have not had geography since the sixth grade tend to equate it either

with the physical environment itself (as implied by its prefix geo) or
else with the study of how the earth has influenced human

settlement. Geographers themselves, however, have become more

interested in how people perceive and shape their habitats than in
physical influences per se. Unfortunately, few scholars have yet

adopted this newer enoironnmtal approach in order to determine iust
how Mormons viewed and therefore used the Great Basin-Rocky
Mountain region they occupied.'

Many people also associate geographers with ntaps tnd expect

them to know the names and locations of all the wodd's countries
and all of the states' capitals. In this respect, too, today's geographers

may surprise them, even though maps do remain the primary means

by which we try to make the eaah and its inhabitants zs geographic

as possible. Beyond their obvious use for locational orientation, maps

can serve as aids in enilyzing distributional pattems and networks

connecting places. Both human and physical phenomena have a

spetial dimension that often becomes fully visible only after someone

has mapped it. Maps, when carefully constructed and anilyzed, czn

illuminate our understanding of major historical movements such as

Mormonism by giving us a unique new perspective on them.2
rU7e geographers also like to think that we, more than most

scholars, concem ourselves with the basic character of places that
people have created from the earth's environments. r$Ze deal with
places and regions in much the same way that historians use dates

and periods. Our geographical curiosity makes us wonder, for
instance, how and why Mormon country resembled or differed from

2 the rest of the American \7est in 1880. (The presence of Nevada in



rhe same Great Basin as much of Utah suggests that the pronounced

differences berween the two lay less in the physiography of the

region than in the peculiarities of their cultures.) Did all Mormon
towns look alike, whether located in Dixie or the Bear Lake arca?

How did early residents of or travelers to Utah describe the territory?
Regrettably few researchers have tried to reconstnrct the Mormon
iandsc?pe as of 1880 or any other date, even though requisite sources

appear to be abund znt.t

In essence, the three approaches of enuirznment, space, and place

express a triad of vantage points that together may provide some

degree of "ESP" ro an examination of the Mormon country of a

century ago. Of these three approaches, the second becomes most

central to the aims of this essay. But what features of Mormondom
at the time of Brigham Young's death should be mapped as part of
this approach? \7e can begin with aspects as basic as the population
itself and any of its significant characteristics. \ilfhere, for example,

were Brother Brigham's I2r,000 Saints living by about 1880 (and

where exactly were the gentiles and Indians in their midst) ? From

which states or countries had all of them come? How did the central

hive in Salt Lake City maintain contact with the several hundred

settlements dispersed throughout Deseret? How did the colonies

differ in size and into what kinds of regional units did Church

leaders divide them? The data for answering these kinds of questions

a.re Lv?ilable in Church and federal censuses and other records, but
hardly anyone has tried to map and assess them in systematic

fashion. To get some idea of the potential value of the adas and the

census analysis, we can sample several of the graphics that I have

prepared and see what insights we can g Ln from exarnining them.a

Ideally, I would prefer to present graphics compiled by others

to display the spatial character of Mormondom. However, a suffey of
existing maps for possible inclusion in the atlas suggests no well-

developed tradition of mapping Mormons, their culture, or even

their environment. Brigham Young sometimes described quite

graphically his mental map of a given a"te;a that he had traversed, but
neither he nor his clerks had the time, skill, or inclination to draw

more than simple sketch maps. Subsequent students of Mormon
history, with few exceptions, have also failed to produce maps that

depict more than the distribution of towns and trails. We can find



excuses for scholars, too; but they ca,rry less credence, given the
abundance of mappable materials in the archives and recent examples

of what an atlas can reveal.:

Population Characteristics of Mormondom

By 1880, only the published federal census failed to reco gnize

that the population of Utah consisted of "two peoples," vrho "do
nor mingl e any more than oil and water. >t6 lts failure to include a

question on religious affiliation would seem to preclude the

separation of Mormons from non-Mormons on the basis of a,ge and

sex (or uny other recorded characteristic). Fortunately for scholars,

however, those who supervised census-taking in Utah were

concerned enough about religion to require notation of it on a

margin of the manuscript schedules. There someone designated

gentiles with 
" 

G, apostate Mormons with zn AM, disfellowshipped

members wi th a, D, and so on. Once they are coded and collated,

these original returns will enable us to construct standard age-sex

pyramids for each of Utah's major peoples (although not for the

native Utes and Paiutes).

For now, we must settle for a pyr?mid of Utah's total

populationT and make use of the limited statistics gathered by the

LDS church from its wards and stakes duri.g the pioneer period.

Not until near the end of Brigham Young's life did the Church

collect comparable data, from its ward and stake units on a regular
- basis. Instead of groupirg members systematically by age and sex,

the records listed them largely accordi.g to baptism and priesthood

(see Figure 1). In 1880, male priesthood holders-broken down by

the specific office held-made up twenty-two percent of the Mormon
population. Numerically as well as ecclesiastically, Aaronic

Priesthood officers occupied the lower end of the "officers" section

of the pyramid. To what extent their position mirrored the

percen tlge of the male teenage population we cannot determine

without a breakdown of Mormons by age.

Perhaps the only suqprisi.g aspect of this unconventional

pyramid is the revelation that seventies outnumbered high priests

within the Melchizedek Priesthood and were perceived to outrank

4 them. This reversal of their presen t-day ratio and relationship



FIGURE ONE

Priesthood Pyramid
for Mormondom, 1880
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probably stems from the fact that they wete viewed as general

Church rather than local officials. Seventies functioned mainly as

missionaries, though by the late nineteenth century many members

and quorums were inactive or only semiactive as such.

"Members without Priesthood" zccounted for just over half of
the Church population, and females presumably dominated their
ranks. Not knowing the numbers and ages of the males within this

group, we cannot distinguish between those who were too young to
hold the priesthood and those who were regarded as unworthy.

Church leaders attached special value to the unbaptized

children -under eight years of zge-who numbered more than thirty
percent of the total population. Many reports labeled them "LJtah's

best crop." One apostle expressed the belief that this "emigration
from above" would prove more faithful than the "emigration from

abroad.ttt

The column of apostles at the top of the figure appears awfully

thin, but it exerted enormous influence over the rest of the

population. As the perceptive British traveler Phil Robinson

observed: "All Mormons are 'elect.'But even among the elect there

is an aristoc rzcy of piery."p Michael Quinn has described the

Mormon hierarchy as a huge extended family, closely connected by

both blood and marriage.to Census records and contemPorary

accounts suggest that similar hierarchies also existed at regional and

local levels. In many counties or stakes a few families tended to

dominate the community, as illustrated by two places named

Taylorsville. In the one located on the Jordan River, three surnames

comprised forty percent of the population; in the other, located near

Nephi, half the population carried the name of Taylor, and most of
them were members of a large polygamous family. Andrew Jenson's
remark about one ward's bishop mxy well have applied to other local

leaders: "Nearly everybody in the place has a natu ral right to call

him father or uncle."tt
The question of what percen tzge of which population actually

practiced polygumy remains unanswered, btt careful use of the 1880

census and family group sheets should enable us to determine the

incidence of the practice in most areas. Prelim inary scanning of the

records indicates that the percen t^ge of the population living in
6 polygamous households varied widely, being anywhere from five to



fifty. In the St. George Stake, for instance, where clerk-historian

James G. Bleak often recorded rnore information than the Church
asked for, the percenta,ge approximated thirty.l2 But Utah's Dixie
mzy have been zn 

^rypical 
region in this respect, since estirnates by

Stanley S. Ivins and others have placed the figure at ten to fifteen

percent. t l

The census of t880 makes comparatively easy the mapping of
the general origins of the first generation of Utahns. The last three

columns asked for the state or country of birth of each individual
counted and those of his or her parents. The published census

groups the birthplaces of the counted individuals by county, and

from it we have made a pie graph (Figure 2) to provide a picture of
the ultimate source regions from which the entire population -
gentiles included-came. To gain some idea of how much the

patterns of provenance changed over the first thirty years of
migration to Utah, we have added z graph compiled from an

alphabetized list of names drawn from the original schedules of the

1850 census.ra At that time, Utahns-then mostly Mormons-born in
the Northeast and Midwest comprised a majority of the population,
and their geogr phic roots reflected the earliest conversion of
members from the states of New York and New England and their

subsequent search for Zion in Ohio, Missouri, and trllinois. Except

for the sizable British-born element and the not-insignificant nurnber

from the Arnerican South, the geognphical origins of the General

Authorities probably represented rather well those of the general

membership.t>

By 1880, the increasing influx of foreign-born and, i. many

instances, gendle immigrants-particularly from the British Isles and

Scandinavia and even from continental Europe -had diluted the

percen ta,ge) if not the influence, of people from the Northeast and

Midwest. Areas as distant as Aus tralia and South Africa also had a

few representatives in Utah, though all may not have moved to the

Great Basin directly from their places of birth. By looking closely at

the birthplace of each member of a famtly, one often can reconstruct

the group's general migration history, includitg identification of the

place from which it migrated to Utah.
Eventu ally we plan to map each settlement region by the

origins of its populace as one way of determinitg who went where
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Nativity of utah's Population
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end why. Did Church leaders arbitrarily assign new arrivals to
specific sites, or did newcomers tend to follow the friends and

relatives who had preceded them? And did the patterns and processes

of migration difitr significantly between gentiles and Mormons?
Comparison of the two peoples in this respect, as in most others,
should deepen our understanding of each. Neither can we afford to
overlook a third population-the indigenes.

By 1880, what had become of the indigenous population of
I{ormon country, estimated at eighteen thousand in 1847?te Until
1890, when only thirry-five hundred were found in Utah, the
Department of the Interior made no systematic effort to include the
indians in its decennial population count. Brigham Young had

sought to convert and "civilize" many of the so-called Lamanites to
Ilormon ways, but contact with whites had reduced their numbers

in Utah as rapidly as it did elsewhere, no matter what the difference
in intentions and policies may have been.l7 In 1880 census-takers did
count some of the Indians, but apparently only those regarded as
"partly civilized"-partly attached to white settlements. In Utah they
recorded only about six hundred Indians among the Mormons, and

those few seemed to offer little solace to missionaries who had

dreamed of redeeming the native race. Augustus P. Hardy, e veteren
Indian missionary, had to report that only two of several hundred
Santa Clara Indians in southern Utah had survived. Their neighbors,
the Shivwits, were more numerous but had lost most of their
women and children. Mormon leaders in Dixie decided to give the
surviving men eight acres of land to be divided "in strips up and

down," since "we cannot plow it in patches." An impatient local
bishop also felt compelled to reprimand them, saying, "You Indians
want a heap of land and have no teams nor plows nor tools to work
with, no seed to plant; you want us Mormons to do all this for

)'ou. . . . You must do as we do, take a little land, do a heap of work
and raise more grain."te It would appear that Mormons and Indians
mixed no better than Saints and gentiles-perhaps even worse, given
the greater difference in cultures.

Spatial Distribution rnd Organization of Utah's Population

In the last year of his life, Brigham Young resolved to bring every

Saint under closer influence of the Church by reorganizing the entire 9
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More suqprisirg perhaps than the difference between north and

south on the map is the similarity in the number and size of
settlements east and west of the Nflasatch Range. North of Ogden
and south of Provo, the eastern valleys were more populous than the
western ones. Brother Brigham apparently recognized their
preeminence by making temple cities of Logan and Manti rather

than, s2/, Brigham Ciry and Fillmore. Eventually the mlior state

road ren west of the \Tasatch (U.S. 9I), but as late as 1863 the

Deseret Nats thought it might follow the eastern valleys (U.S. 89).zt

Altogether, at least one-third of the Mormons lived east of the
'Wasatch Mountains in 1880.

Unfortunately, the maps displayed in this essay probably
reinforce the prevailing impression that most Utahns occupied
highly nucleated towns and villages. However, as American land

policies changed rfter 1860 to favor more dispersed patterns of
homesteading, Mormons seem to have followed suit.z2 As a result,

many of the Latter- d^y Saints whom Andrew Jenson visited after
1890 lived either in "string towns" spread out along narrow valleys

or else "in a scattered condition on their farms."zr Thus, the

gathering to Zion actually led to a good deal of scattering by 
^ 

very

mobile group of migrants. The unpublished version of the census

may enable us to refine our population maps somewhat, since it
usually distinguishes between those living in town and those

scattered outside city limits. But only the use of property records will
permit the detailed mapping needed to depict the distribution of
population accurately.

In many stakes or counties of Utah, one particular place had

achieved a position of regional primrcy by 1880. This reflected in
part Brigham Young's tendency to design ?te a, certain site as the

central place for a given region. St. George and Logan, fot example,
clearly benefited from Brigham's blessing; but other favored towns
had to contend with strong rivals in their bid to become regional

capitals. One of the most keenly contested rivalries developed (and

continues to this dry) in Sanpete Valley. There the temple city and

county seat of Manti had to compete with the stalie headquarters

and eventual college town of Ephraim. In addition, Mt. Pleasant

served 
^s ^ 

stronghold for gentiles and LDS dissidents, and the

smaller town of Spring City became the home of the presiditg
apostle in the Sanpete region. L3



FIGURE FIVE

Population Carto gra,m of
Mormon Country, 1880
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At any one time, president young kept about half of his
apostles living in key places throughout the ,,kingdom." The
distribution of their residences seems to reflect thi general
population geography of the realm and indicates the areas that
Young viewed as most vital to the success of his colonization
schemes. Elsewhere in southern Utah he assigned apostles to
Fillmore and St. George and, for shorrer periods, ,o C.d", City and
Richfield. In the north, outside of salt Lake city, he had apostles
living for at least a few years in provo, Ogden, Logan,Brigham City,
and Paris, Idaho. The transfer of Elder Franklin D. Richards to
ogden occurred just before it became a key station along the union
Pacific line across Utah. Apparently the impending influx of gentiles
into this junction city prompted an action intended ,o ,tr.rrgih.r,
church conrrol of the ara's affairs. All of these special assignments
imply the operation of an intermediate, if unofficial, regional level
between the te'itory (or church headquarters in salt Lake city) and
the stakes.

A population cartogram (Figure 5) offers still another way of
viewing the areal shape of the total population of Mormon counrry
in 1880. This graphic simply makes the size of the unit-in this case
the county-directly proportional to that of the population. The
highly uneven distribution of utah's population necessitares rather
drastic distortion of the counties' boundaries, but the map does serve
to reinforce some of the patterns portrayed on the pteceding figures.
The eastern tier of counties, not yet recognized as stakes i' tagO,
form a very thin line, pointing up the generally empry and neglected
nature of Colorado River country (except along the valleys of tt e
virgin and Little colorado rivers). Even counties on the western side
of the territory lagged far behind the north-c6ntral counties in
population size. The four counties that today define the dominant
\wasatch Front (with neady erghry percent of the state's population)
had about forty-five percenr of all Utahns a hundred y.rri 

"go.This cartogram also can serve as a base map of the LDS
percentage by county of Utah,s population in 1880 (Figure 6). Then,
es now, close ro three-quarters of the people were affiliated with the
church. The map reveals a highly variable percentage dispersed over
the teritory in no easily discernible pattern. Only if we could
compare Figure 6 closely with the distribution of mines and railroad Lt
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lines could we begin to understand the spatial parrerns of the rwo
peoples relative to each other. "Had ores not been easily smelted

[and trensPorted], Utah would still be Mormon only-or so Marcus

Jones concluded in 189I.24 The imporrance of Salt Lake as rhe
central valley, for gentiles as well as Mormons, becomes clear from
the certograms. Both the city and the rest of the counry (then called
"the country") had the same rwo-to-one Mormon-gentile ratio that
gave non-Mormons more influence at the center than in most
counties of Utah.

No one concerned himself rnore with the geography of the
gentiles than the Great Colon izer, Brigham Young. $flhenever he
sensed outside settlers approaching or crossin g Zion's borders, he
often countered by planting more colonies of his own nearby. In the
early 1860s, for example, he sent colonists into southern Nevada and
southern Idaho to ward off General Patrick E. Connor's soldier-
miners. \When Connor invited the apostate Morrisites ro setrle ar
Soda Springs in 1870, Young responded by sending a band of active
Mormons to the same site. For a while after the LJtah \flar of
18t7-r8, he seemed hesitant to extend Zion much beyond Utah's
boundaries; but in the 1870s many Mormon wards sprang up in
distant gentile valleys, particularly in Arizona where a sourhern
transcontinental railroad was anticipated.rt

Brigharn Young's successors very consciously conrinued this
ourward thrust of an "imperial Zion" in alrnost all directions, so
that "every available place might be taken to settle in the interest of
Utah" in the sense of "give us roorn that we may dwell." "Sfe are
an aggressive people," conceded Elder Erastus Snow of the Twelve
Apostles. "Sfe are doi.g it by purchase-as we approach the gates of
our enemies we bty them out, bry out their ranches, their little
settlemenrs""re A decade later (1891) anorher apostle aptly
summ a'rized the aggressive Saints' assessment of their geographical
situation:

We have come here to stay I do not see how we are going to be
ousted. \We are going to take root on the rops of these p7asatch]
mountains and spread out. \We are spreading our on the north and
the south, and are nrnning over the borders of the United States into
Mexico and Canada; and on the east we are spreading our into
Wyomi.g and Colorado; and on the west wC *ouldspread out into 17



that desert a little more if it were not that we would be eaten out by

taxes in that poor little sagebrush state."

Stretching out the borders of Zion naturally involved

"extending the cords of. Zion," to use Old Testament terminology as

the Iatter-day Saints were wont to do. Organization of the Great

Basin kingdom into wards, stakes, and regions required spatial

linkages bet'wecn these geographic areas. From the very start' road

building formed an integral part of the settlement Process; and it
remained important even with the advent of the railroad and the

increasing influx of gentiles ?ifter 1869. Since the two peoples needed

an adequate road network,Jones could report by 1890:

Now there zre fik roads in all parts of Utah. . . . The highway sys-tem

. . . is composed of a great roadrunning along the western side of the

'S7asatch lv[ountains from Salt Lake City north . . . and south . . . a
distance of several hundred miles. From this [state road] there branch

off innumerable roads to all the settlements, uP every caf,on where

there is wood or coal to haul or ores to mine.28

President Young found his own frequent travels on Utah's

wagon roads invigorating but enervaring. He therefore welcomed the

nineteenth century's innovations in transportation and

communication technology to further the settlement and

dwelopment of the territory. As Arrington has shown,'e Young first

took advantage of the telegraph and tied many towns to ir as rapidly

as possible, from St. George in the deep south to Paris in the far

north (Figure 7). The railroad arrived soon thereafter and, under

Mormon influence, largely paralleled the Deseret Telegraph

network-but only in northern Utah. Under gentile control in the

southem part of the tenitory, rail lines followed new routes, mainly

to the most promising mines. Along these lines the telegraph

generdly followed until, in about 1890, most of the settled sections

of Utah were connected by railroad and/ or telegraph.

Ironically, in spite of Brigham Young's aPParent preoccupation

with extending settlements southward,ro both the Union Pacific and

the Denver & Rio Grande bypassed the through-state road south of

Nephi in favor of mines along the lower and uPPer reaches of the

Sevier River. Iron County and Dixie combined had insufficient

18 magnetism to artract the iron rails. Consequently, these and other
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fegions bypassed by the railroad became the most isolated sections of

Uiah and perhaps therefore remained most like nineteenth-century

Mormondlm, at least until the advent of the automobile'rl

In northern Utah the railroad more fully defined the line of the

'wasatch Front and even reinforced the territorial primacy of Salt

lake City. "No railroad was ever built in Utah (except for the

Union Pacific) that was of so much value to the people as this

one,,,'2 said Jones of the Utah Central, which consolidated the region

from Ogden to Juab by 1881' (The Rio Grande \Testern

subseq.rlently parallelej it after crossing .,lstern Utah from Colorado.)

Brancit lines to the mines cut across the Ogden-Juab axis' the most

notable leading from Salt Lake to Alta, Bingham, and Park City' The

first transcontinental line may have boosted the junction city of

Ogden into the position of number-two town in Utah' but it

reirained depeni.nt on Salt Lake for much of its business. The

capital city still handled thirty percent of all rail business, even after

Ui and D&RG agreed "to make all towns between Ogden and

Spanish Fork common shipping places'"rr

Mormon Country as a Bicultural Be'ehive

After attempting to map the population of Mormon country a

century ago in a variery of ways, ofle cannot help but wonder how

the rwo feople, and their visitors viewed the region' Many gendles

undoubtedlysharedtheimageofUtahasaterritorybeingstrangled
by the Mormon octoPus (Figure 8)'o' On the other hand' many

Mormons must have felt after the antipolygamy raids began as if
they were in the grasp of some monster-possibly that of the Iron

gorse. Certainly itre ientiles had managed to Penetrate much of

Mormondomby-ean,oftherailroad(whoselinesalmostmirrored
the tentacles of the all-seeing octoPus' as a comparison of Figures 7

and 8 may suggest).

But, to change the metaphor, the Utah hive, with its two very

different kinds of Lees ("sinners and Saints"), reminded at least one

EnglishtraveleroftheBoersandtheBritishinSouthAfrica.Philip
Robinsotl saw the Mormons as a "peasant people" who "are in fact

very superior'Boers,' and Utah ' ' ' a very superior Transvaal'

20 strategically."r: Both the Latter-day Saints and the Boers had made a
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,.Gfeat Trek" into the interior of their respective lands at about the

same time in order to isolate themselves from fellow countrymen.

They subsequenrly found themselves besieged by nonbelievers in

search of minerals. By the 1880s, Brigham Young's people must have

resembled in many fespects the beleaguered but determined bastion

of Boers in the Tranwaal.

On his tour through many of the Mormon colonies, Robinson

seems to have been struck most of all by the similarities he saw in

the LDS hives. ,,The general resemblance between the populations of

the various . . . settlements is not more striking than the general

resemblance between the settlements themselves."s6 Provo looked

like a replica of Logan. Almost every town' regardless of size' had its

.o-op 
"nd 

its air oiagrarian prosperiry and equality, "with every bee

brr-itirrg along in its o*n bory *ry, but all taking their honey back

to the same hive."r7 Most of the settlements between Logan and

Orderville, whether nucleated or dispersed' were surrounded by

luceme or,.meadow and orchard and corn-land alternating."re
,.Away from Mormon industry, the sage-brush flourishes like green

bay-trees."r, The contrast provided by the mining and railroad towns

probably helped set the Mormon settlements aPart as a distinctive

iype. The gentile hives, in Robinson's eyes, had even made Salt Lake

Ciry unrepresentative of Mormonism' "The Gentile is too much

there, and Main Street has too many saloons' The city is divided into

two Parties, bittedy antagonistic."ao

ThedifferencesbetweentherwopeoplesSeemtobeamaior
theme of most contemPorary descriptions of Utah' The striking

nature of these differences may have led observers to overlook the

more subtle conrrasts that developed within the gentile and Mormon

populations and their resPective dor[rains' I7e therefore need to

prod.rce many more maps (and combine them with contemPorary

photogtapns) before we can begin to form a relatively complete

pi.*t oi Morrnon country a hundred years ago' All who view the

i.giot as a special place shaped out of e strange new environment by

its distinctive p.opl.r can combine their respective skills and

perspectives to start a new tradition: one of making the history of

Mormon country x grapbic as possible. In the Pfocess of developing

such a tradition, p.rtt"pr we also can make Mormonism itself more

22 understandable ai *e approach and pass the sesquicentennial of its



birth. Let us aPply T. S. Eliot's lines to the place we call
Mormondom:

\We shall nor cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
$fiil be to arrive where we srarted
And know the place for the first time"4r
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The Chiaroscuro of Poerry
Emma Lou Thayne

From a ltfetime 0f actiuity as a Cburch worker, teacher, and
houseutife, Emma Lou Thayne argaes that the LDS community has
suffered because of the tendency to mahe poetry and the humanities the
ltammer and anuil of exhortation rather than the pich and shouel of deeper
excaaations into the meaning of ltft" There has been a general tendency to
dernand the trite or "uplifting" rather than the inquiing or soul-
searching,

Many readers will understand that Mrs, Thayne is speaking here of
fficial publications, not of the larger fietd of LDS literary and iltural-
andeauors, and that to sorne extent sbe has oaerstated ber case. Attempts to
deal seriously with important themes can be found in sucb periodicati as
Dialogue, Sunstone, and Exponent II ; in plays such as Carol Lynn
Pearson's "The order Is Loue," orsnn Scott Card's ,,Father, Mother,
Mother, and Morn," And Thomas Rogers's "Huebnerr'; and in writings of

people like Maurem Vh@te, Douglas Thayer, and Don Marshatt, ln
addition, tlte Church has sponsored the work af some aery talented artists
and writers at Brigharn Young (Iniuersity and elsewltere,

The fficial tmdmry to doutngrade tlte arts and ltumanities, ltoweuer,
seems to ltaue bem the general trend, and it has had the effect of
impruerishing the Morrnon people. In the physical sciences and in fietds such
as law, medicine, and business, cornplexity and excellence are fostered and
tolerated; while fields such as lircr)turre, history, political science,
philuophy, the theatre, painting, or poetry on ,iloed principatty ,fo,
encoaraging the Saints, Contrary to the general assumption, ins;tead af
"building faith and testirnonies" this tendenry nay aituatty haue thi effect
of driaing sensitiae peaple .fr* the fold b d*ying the tegiiimacy 0f tiil,
religious inpulsa, Like the well-examined life, pietry, tie arts,-an-d the
huruanities need to be rwealed in contrasting siades of gray; only in that
wq can they honestly reflect the complexity of human existence,

In art there is a technique that uses darkness of differenr rones
to heighten the effect of light; both Rembrandt and Shakespeare
used it in their works. Juxtaposed with or superimposed upon
darkness, light becomes more radiant than it might have been by
itself. This technique effects more than contrast; it allows the light
to surge from within as if imbued with ethereal properries that 27



rranscend ord rfiary conceptions of warmth or brilliance. The

technique is called chiaroscuro, from the Italian chiaro, meaning

light, and usctlru, or dark. Chiaroscuto-the word itself sounds

luminous, edged in gray.

Steven Orson Taylor, about whom I know nothing except that

he has published in Sunstone, writes:

TO COMPOSE A POEM

To compose a Poem
Nothing is more fitting
Than simplicity, but that
Ambiguous simplicity of

Gods who, in exactitude
Of vision, let snow cover

Everything,
So that, in the incredible urnber

blue,

And yellow glare of sunset

Beads of ice m^y drink in fire,

And in wondering at that,
The eye may see the dark

Brown complexity on the

Underside of everything.l

The dark brown complexity on the underside of everythin g-this

complexity provides the shadin g fot chiaroscuro.

Hugh B. Brown loved to quote \Will Durant in saying, "No
one desenres to believe unless he has senred his apprenticeship in

doubt.", But what happens to the poet who is rooted in the Church

and yer sees the complexities? Is there room in the world of LDS

publicarions for the crearive tension experienced by those on the

c,rtting edge of the arts? And can there be encouragement of the

excellence that is inherent only in the creative tension?
\ilrhat in life does not come edged in dark, especially for the

poer? Out of the dark bursts most of our moments of ligh t-z baby

torrr, a storm over, health recovered, a quarrel resolved, belief

resrored. Yet, among Mormons especially, there is a diffidence, a pale

relucrance to deal with the dark that preceded thre birth, the clearing,28



I rhe healing, the loving, the faith. The charcoal of our unsecling

I rhoughts or feelings is painted out by the fear of appearing faithless

I ot inept or out of tune with the gospel. And much of our poerry-at

I least much of that published in the official publications of the

I Church-will never be as good as it might be until we somehow

I t.rrn to allow on paper the getting acquainted with those grays in

I ourselves and in each other.

t fhis development will take as much time as will the altering of

I attitude in those who encourage or discourage by selection. It will be

I i"t, as slow as our coming to claim the privilege of writing simply

I because it is legitimate to try-without justification, without

I pr.t.nding that what we have to offer will be ? grr:rt missionary tool

I ot will form one more piece in an image of solidarity and purity. \7e

I need to feel free to write unfettered by nineteenth-century poetic

I devices or Victorian suspicions or a need to have werything painted

I tr only rosy glow. Since we tend publicly to put little value on

I pri"r,e encounter, many of us who live by examining the

I complexities are too often apologetic about them, and especially

t about those within ourselves. But we cannot afford to be, for these

I 
complexities are the very fodder of whatever poems there are to

I Theodore Roethke says that "poems that praise God must

I create the belief that God also believes in the writer of the poem.",

I So must the writer. But oh, it is hard to believe in ourselves, to feel

t worthy to take the time to be anything beyond the usual

I expectations of our surroundings, which, goodness knows, are

I complicated if not complex.

I \7hile preparing this paper I was rummaging about and found

I 
a letter-a note, really-that I wrote to my mother over ten years ago.

| *ednesday, January t, t967

I Under the Dryer
b::: tlother-
I Wnrt a rrial it must be to have a "going, going, gone"
l&-:hter! And how seldom you are told by her that you are a

fr- :rble -nay, indispensable-part of her life.

I Do you know, little dearie, how much I really value the things
jr: - rar,e given me, both by means of heredity and environment? It
F , ,, who have bequeathed me a head that won't stop churning and
p ::.ieht in seeing things accomplished. It is your lovi of beauty and 29

I
lI
I



new ideas that has stirred me to crave these things. It is your feeling
for the good in people and your appreciation of them that drives me
to seek their companionship-whether at home or church or in the
classroom or on the tennis court. It is you who have taught me the
satisfaction of creativity and the boredom of indolence.

You, Mother, have given me my need to say thank you to
Father in Heaven for all that is mine-by loving and clinging to the
days that he has given me-by filling them with "doing."

Please know how much I appreciate you and these things you
have willed me-and please understand that I must use them-perhaps
not too wisely-but fully.

I love you-
your little Megan-grown up.

P.S. I sit now lookin g Lt my new class of z3 eagu freshmen and
watch them in real concentration for 10 minutes of their busy lives-
and I can hardly wait to see what new notions can be siphoned into
those heads-and what new things they will in turn donate to mine.
Forgive me for liking this so much.

But you see-I don't like other things less because of it. Today I
ironed a blouse for Becky, sewed on a button for Dinny, listened to
Rinda practice, made Shelley finish her eggnog, cuddled Meg when
she cried-and sat proudly while Mel gave a talk we'd planned
together. I visited my "poetry pal" and got more encouregement,
planne d a mttch in the parent-child, and 

^rr"nged 
to go to the

symphony with our good friends. I even talked to my mother. And I
loved all of it. Please try to understand. (I even had fun leaving a

clean house, and expect to enjoy fixing 
^ 

tasty dinner!)

\What an appalling apology it makes, this justification -even if
honest-for the complexity of me re actiaity! Iilflhat then, of the

complexity of respnnse to that activity? The editors of poetry deemed

acceptable to the Mormon audience are scarcely ea,ger to look at all

that complexity. \What kind of examination of it /-r encouraged?
tVho owns the artist? \il7here is the place of the humanist? Too
many look at the social sciences, the arts, and the humanities with a

skepticism about quality, a disdain for "intellectualism" and

expertise, and a suspicion of chiaroscuro that all too often relegate

the excellent to obscurity and lift the mediocre to prominence.

Take, for example, one of the most common experiences of
Mormonism-the mission. Lance Owens, in the current issue of
Exponatt II, gives an elder's realistic view:

Seldom in life are so rnany searing forces focused upon one soul at
one time as they are in the years of a Mormon mission. Few fields30



offer Mormon literature greater promise of dramatic fruits, and fewer
still prove so difficult to harvest. The cliches and traditions, the
pulpit paeans, the blur of tearful farewells and inspirational
homecomings have engineered a formidable bamier between the
common image and the painful, occasionally shattering, personal
reality of "the mission."a

Yet what is heard from the pulpit or read in the magazines or
pointed up in the manuals about the mission experience? One of the
best poet/critics of this decade, T. S. Eliot, maintains that "most
religious poems say not hou they feel, but how they ultnt to feel.":
Vhat does this suggest about material used by the far less

discriminating? A nineteen-year-old stands at the pulpit addressing

the largest crowd he has ever faced. It is his farewell moment in his
ward and he wants to secure his place in the memories of his family,
his girl friend, his teachers, his buddies. To assure his being
remembered well, he reads a poem:

GOD'S \rILL FOR US

Just to be tender, just to be true;

Just to be glad the whole day through;

Just to be merciful, iust to be mild;
Just to be trustful as a child;

Just to be gentle and kind and sweet;

Just to be helpful with willing feet;

Just to be cheery when things go wrong;

Just to drive sadness away with a song;
'S?'hether the hour is dark or bright;
Just to be loyal to God and right;
Just to believe that God knows best;

Just in His promise ever to rest;

Just to let love be our daily key;
This is God's will, for you and me.

[Anonymous]

This is, of course, an exaggcerrtion; but hyperbole m y suy what real

examples could only suggest. Such resortings to the poetic passage

can be found at funerals, in Relief Society, in two-and-one-half-
minute talks, in familiat variety everywhere-to dramatize girding up 3l



and settling down, epiphany and exhortation, brotherhood and good

deeding, joy and sorrow. Few meetings can claim immunity. And
who are the creators of so much of this poetic nonsense? 'Writers

who know better and can do better. The question does not seem to.

be whether or not the talent is somewhere in the Church, but
whether it is used and how. \7ho among us has not penned such a

poem for such an occasion-some conciliatory, condescending verse

that is as easy to write as it is hard to condone?

FOR FATHER'S DAY

Hardly a f*her in Monument Park

Has failed in his day to go in the dark
To comfort a baby whose kith and kin
Are somehow and somewhere related to him.
And hardly zbzby, now grown ot not
\7ill fail to remember how when just a tot
He or she was cuddled or coddled,
Changed and fed-spooned or bottled-
By some hairy beast with a whiskery cheek
I$Zho managed to manage-to sing or to speak-
To tell in a story or scripture or way
That he did things-the truths that

his conscience would say.

[my own, of course]

And I have loved John Harris's:

BLESS OUR TACKY CHAPEL

In subdivision you can search

For our pre-fabricated church-
Asphalt roofing, plywood walls,
Nylon calpet in the halls.

Bless the pulpit made of beech,

\7ith clock therein for timing speech,

And Lennox air conditioners
For cooling down parishioners.
Best Crane plumbing in the johns,

32 Astroturf in all the lawns . . .



Of course, it is fun to play with words. There is something in
the human being that needs to decorate -to put words into fixed
form and to imm ortahze the moment in verse. Readers like to clatter
along to a regular pattern of accents; that is why it is easier to
memo rize a pa,ge of poetry than one of prose. Something about the
compression, the rhythm, the fulfillrnent of expectation makes a

passage in poetry different from the same idea in prose. And just as

rn any game, writers like to impose rules to increase the challenge.

Light verse is necessary for light occasions, but since it is so easy to
celebrate the light it sometimes becomes too easy to try the same

techniques on the serious. But there is more to life than "Skip to My
Lou" and more to poetry than rhythm and rhyme. Somehow, a

rhyme such as "Death is here, Death is there,/Death is with us

everywhere" does not accomplish the end of poetry. Between the

pa1e, the ear) and the heart there must be a combining of words,
sounds, and irnages that fit the intended meaning and tone of a

piece; form and content rnust suit each other.
For example, there have been many efforts to modernize the

antique prose-poetry of the Bible-but in the process, something
happens to more than the words. Paul, in the King James version,
says: "Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and

have not charity, I am become as sounding brass or a, tinkling
cymbal." In the Liuing Bible, modernized by Kenneth Taylor for his
ten children, the passage reads: "If I had the gift of being able to
speak in other languages without learning them, and could speak

every language there is in all of heaven and earth, but didn't love

others, I would only be making noise."6 The jarring has to be more
than the dull thud of the prosaic; when language is changed,

meaning is changed.

The appreciation of poetry goes beyond simple enjoyment of
the reduction of language to its most crystallized form. \What is
unsaid can be the most important thing that poetry says. "It is the
labor," as Archibald Macleish puts it, "which undertakes to 'know'
the world not by exegesis or demonstration or proofs but directly, as

a man knows an apple in the mouth."7 If the form of t poem is
good, it is complexity made simple by im 

^gery 
and clear by subtlety.

It is the leaping of the chasm, the catching on to the joke, the

understanding of the ineffable. And if it is good,"it will, like an 33



apple, be a new experience each time, tangy with fresh iuices and

succulent with suggestion.

But it all must begin, tsBzrz Pound demands, "with an escaPe

from dullness"s-and, unfortunately, much that is milled by Mormon

outlets is predigested noncomplexity, metered moralizing, light verse

tumed sober, the dulled edge, chiaroscuro dimmed to rosy glow.

Emphasis is on the didactic, on the pragmatic, on the function, on

the uplift that celebrates mediocrity. And it is usually not the fault

of the editors-nor of the artists, who sometimes supply astoundingly

good material for the choosing. But all too often, from a batch of
poems by a good poet, the least good poem will be the one chosen

for Church publication. rU7e are held back by some set of notions

about art that establishes standards well below our collective

capability. Thus, complexities too often go unexamined in the blithe

explaining of the ioke and restating of the expected.

As another example-and I continue to use my own writings

since I can be brutal with them and since I also know why they were

written and how-here are two versions of the same resPonse to an

experience: that of having a daughter married and gone.

TO A DAUGHTER, 21, GONE A\rAY

She ran the days through between quick fingers.

And as she grew she leamed to linger

Only where beauty dappled or lit or strewed

itself across the craggy map of calendars. Few

mornings came without her jaunty touch and tune,
and fewer nights blurred dusk unnoticed in her room.

Our lives made contact like sky and clouds, hers

tracing lively tracks on ours to stir

any sameness of our days to froth and thunder.
Now that she's gone away, is it any wonder

we say a new prayer to bless the beauty
that is anywhere she is, and the sweet fruit

she left to stay unblemished by the stray

34 hands of time? Some momings, though, I say



An echo is not enough. In my hungry mind
I seek a buffer for the distance. Kind

Father, help. Let me remember why
she came at all, set, timed to lace our sky

with elegant relief. Please bless and give me
strength to see the grief of loss not actually

so taking as suspending. Somewhere nev/
I know, she lends her brush to skies almost in view.

That piece was stuffed into my burgeoning file labeled Bad

Poems; it was labeled Very Bad. \What I wanted to say was this:

AFTERMATH

It is the slow putting back
that disarranges the calrn.
At this time yesterday
the whole place ran with fixing up.
All of us courtiers to the proceedings
that precede events
like birth or death
or marriage.

Even the dog was left home.
Men came ?w"y from offices.
Aunts and cousins flustered
hors d'oeuvres and practices into place.

Musicians sounded their wares
and small boys made tracks in the ice cream.

She (in my dress now rwenty-six years yellow)
and her fit groom
stood in the splendid grass

and grew smiles
as long as they could
before he came pounding on the door
where she had gone to change her seasons: 3)



Crashes occurred in my silence.

Goodbye hands reached for her,

and wearing his cowboy hat
he was way above anyone

past permission.
\Witli their destinations written in their quick soles,

she hurried to throw her bouquet of stories

into her cousins below.

The ten-year-old almost had it.
But that would not have been right.
It takes more distance

for even the nearest of kin
to snatch the pain of the innocent.

They hardly watched the flocks of words
lighting them off.

And now they have gone,

all of them:
Into the wilds the pair.

Back to sratering lawns with fences of sand

and vanishi.g into broken mirrors the others.

In this cool place of wiltitg names and baby's breath

I am putting her slip
into the laundry b^g
and eating white frosted cake

as tr vacuum
up the blanks and wonder where they go.

I am not suggesting that the poetry of the complexities need

itself be complex, incomprehensible, or excessive. The primary aim

of the poet must be to share -but to share all of it, not just

simplistic formulas. Pablo Neruda, whose poetry was happily noted

in this year's cultural refinement lesson on Chile, states that there

must be the "honorable misfortunes, lone victories, splendid

defeats." People must be allowed to "feel at home in the dignity

without which it is impossible for them to be complete human

beings." This is what religious poetry must express: the recognition

that there is "no such thing as a lone struggle-or lone hope," that

together we share a "splendid multiplicity" in our "unrelenting
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The celebration of the human spirit and the worship of God
.rre complex phenomena. Any serious Mormon poet needs to be

';riously about the business of both of them. Eliot again says, ,,It is
eard to find a man who is both a good poet and possessing deep
religious convictions."ro I do not believe that this is true; I know
ind have known of many who are both. And the deep religious
r-onvictions of the good poet come out as a by-product of believing,
,rut of the experience of believing, not of trying to believe on paper.
Believing can be in many things, as concrete as they are ineffable.
Spiitual means enlivening, that which brings to life. That which is
spiritual is not confined to labeled places or to programmed activities
lny more than inspiration is locked into a system or a time schedule.
Deep religious convictions will find their way into the good poem,
because what is espoused is affirmed in the writing of the hoiest
person. The principled poet is the good poet who can be better
because of fasdng and prayer. I have always believed that the real
muse is the Holy Ghost. But this does not mean that the poet can
sit down, thinking, "I will now write I grer"t religious poem"-this
usually results in a pulpit paean. It does mean, however, that the
good poet who is also of deep religious conviction will re-creare
experience without compromise, dealing honestly with all the
multiplicities, in order to illuminate a real exchange and to let the
particular explode into the universal.

Honest writing does not mean moroseness or confessional
emotionalism, or sniping etlife; rether, it means seeing and growing
from taking an honest look. Visions can be captured; apples can be
tasted; momenrs can be given permanenr form. But there has to be
the willingness to let honesty prevail-and to let rhe best poetry be
read. Our lives are mixtures of light and dark; and while it is
ultimately enriching to celebrate the light, to celebrate the light to
the exclusion of the dark-as if darkness does not, or should not,
exist-is to misrepresent, and perhaps to bring guilt and misery to
those readers whose lives tell them otherwise.

\Vhy do we indulge this misrepresentarion and its insubstantial
poetry in the Church? In places thar count, ostensibly much more is
expected. President Spencer r$7. Kimball's much-quoted exhortation 3j



from theJoly 1977 issue of the Ensign-the special issue on the arrs-
stetes:

The story of Mormonism has never been written. . . . It remains for
inspired hearts and talented fingers yt to reveal themselves. [These
artists] must be faithful, inspired, active Church members to give life
and feeling and true perspective to a subject so worthy. Our own
talent, obsessed with dynamism from a cause, could put into such a

story life and heartbeats.'r

But that story can never be told in whitewash-in platitudes or
generalities or simplistic pablum. It can be told only with honest

specifics from real lives.

Robert Frost asked, 'oHow are we to write the Russian novel in
America as long as life goes so unterribly?"rz And it may have been

this question that Eugene. England was answering when he said in a

recent issue of Dlalogue: "Many have said that Mormonism enswers

so well so many basic questions and provides such a satisfying way of
life for most of its people that there is not sufficient tension or
tragedy. \7hat I finally clearly realized is that there is no need to
apologize. Religious success is infinitely preferable to literary
success."tr Is Mormon life so "unterrible?" Is any life so free of
tensions and tragedy, so full of answers and of satisfring ways of
doing and being, that there is no sufficient material for literary
success as well as religious success? And if our lives are free of the
terrible wants of physical deprivation and theological
impoverishment, are our turmoils eliminated as we confront
ourselves and our abilities to relate to each other and to God, whose
manrels and truths can seem as elusive at one moment as they are

epparent at another?

No; the terible, tregic, tense complexities for literary material,
as well as the "human dynamism" that President Kimball wanrs for
the recording of them, are there in every turn of the eye. ltrfe need

only be about the recording-supported in this prodigious effort by
the acceptance of excellence in those influential quarters that now
seem so indifferent to it.

In October of l.9ll I stood by the bedside of my Aunt Evalyn

Richards. She was dying of cancer; she would have been ninety the
next month. From the time I was a little girl she had lavished

38 attention and gifts on me, and not the least of these was the



privilege of seeing her during these last years of her tife when she

became a virtual recluse, almost blind and deaf enough that
.onversation was sustained only at a, glass-shatteri.g pitch. She had
had only one child of her own -a boy born with club feet who had
died 

^t 
a,ge rwenty-one -and she and Uncle \)ilillard had taken on my

brothers and me to pamper and sustain in brave and unfailing ways.
That Sunday momitg my brother Richard and I left the still

elegance of her home silenced by a strange ine rtia. He had given her
a blessing; I had held her too-slim hand, unmanicured for the first
time in memory; and we both had tried to sift into her sleep some
idea of how we loved her. But we were confounded by mammorh
intrusions into our sense of reality: Aunt Evalyn's death would make
tts the "older generation." Not only would we have the concern and
obligation of putting together the funeral for this the last of those
wondrously impossible aunts and uncles of our dead parents'
generation, but we would have to know enough to do it: ro put on
the funeral and to assume the rights, duties, honors, and fears of
being the ones in charge -nor only of it, but of life.

In our efforts to assume both responsibilities, we discovered
rwo truths that I must now grapple with. And for me the grapplirg
will have to be done in a suqprisingly iarge part through poetry. The
first was finding how little we knew about Aunt Evalyr. She had
attended our family parties, of course, and she and Uncle Sfillard
had come to our home for Christmas for eighty years, and they had
lived in a cabin in Mt. Air where, between the srream and their front
porch, Uncle \Tillard had concocted a generator at which we lighted
our lamps. The pony we children rode had been their son's, the
horseshoe pit had been theirs, and Aunt Evalyn always invited us in
for hot cross buns with lots of raisins and for birthd Ly pa,rties on
Valentine's D^y.Though we had never heard her, we knew that she

had played the violin a.s a girl and had studied in Paris. And over the
years she had given me things like z plzy store and "rraveling
towels" to Pack for the trips that I never took until my college years.

She had bestowed outrageously generous gifts on all of our growing
children at Christmas, for marriages , zt births. And once a month or
so we had had visits to catch up on the usual happenings of a big
family. But as Rick and I and another cousin tried ro assernble just
the obituary we realized, in the kind of panic that attends having 39



missed the last train, that Aunt Evalyn was gone -and so were the
memories, the details, the light and shadow of a lifetime that would
now never be remembered. I scrambled through scrapbooks, ded off
some of the ambiguous certainties, and put together a funeral that
made me more than sad.

That dry, everything real about Aunt Evalyn went into the
eternities with her. None of us knew how she had felt about a single
thing. \7e knew what she had done-her housekeeper could inform
us of the surface data-but there was not one soul who knew a single

thought or feeling about that lone woman who went into the earth

one \Tednesday afternoon in October.
A poem I had written years before came back to assail me. It

was about another aunt-my grandmother's sister-who had never

married, who died at ninety-five, and about whom I thought I had

known intimate marvels. rIfhen my mother and I sorted her

belongings, I realized how little I knew. I had wanted the poem I
wrote to be hers; but even in the first person singular it could be

nothing more than my poem about her.

NINETY-FIVE

\Telcome to my attic,
It's small and crowded
But where I spend me.

No one comes
At least not now.
\7hy should they?

No one knows my name.

Oh, certainl|, that-
Aunt Kate, Miss Stayner.
But not my name.

No one knows a thing.
STho ever saw me dance

or ride the pinto at the Fair
or snitch Brother Brewer's cherries

or catch the street car

or drive an auto before the mayor could
or buy a radio that got New York

40 or sell fwenty-seven ads one month



or hear Myrt and Marge 
^t 

9 five nights a week
or be a missionary in Detroit
or sing for Reuben-high C-even him surprised
or make a flowered hat
or get some land to give away
or see Alaska
or watch his brggy disappear behind the dust?

See my boxes full of boxes.
Open them enough
And here I am:
Too far zwzy for anyone
To call me Katherine.ra

It was the absence of her own complexity that shriveled and
disembodied Katie -the complexity as seen by those who mattered to
he r.

I wanted then, as I urgently wanted on that Sunday afrcr Aunt
Evalyn's fune ral, to capture the essence of that lost relative in a

Poem -L rea,l one, an honest one that would let me share her
particularness, let me be acquainted with her night thoughts and the
proddings behind her days and with her dealings with them. That
Sunday I wanted to ask, "Aunt Evallo, why did you leave the
Church? \rhat did it do ro you to be abandoned by the boy you
adopted? Did it help to move when little \Tillard died? Did you
want the blessing Richard g"ve you at the last? \fhy did you refuse
to play your violin?" And, more than anything, "Aunt Evalyn, who
did you look to all those years that you were the older generation?
\7ill I feel this same aloneness for the resr of my life?"

\what wisdom could she have lent to my grapplirg with
reality? If I could have created some totally adequare poeffi, would it
have accomplished this lending? Sarah Orne Jewerr says in Country of
the Pointed Firs, "You never get over bein' a child long 's you have a

mother to go to"lt-or L father. And, in some less poignant way, zfr
uncle or an aunt-someone from that stage ahead whose beckonings
are as ruthlessly certain as the y lre imperative. And, for most of us,
in the absence of the actual, the poetic supplement can provide the
informative bridge, the comforting companion, the intuitive answer.
Like prayer, ?n honest poem-that vivid, insightful arc berween
experience, intellect, heart, and finally soul -can make us feel that we
are not alone. 4r



Sfe all know that there are Mormon poets of great talent and

integrity" I also know that many of them possess not only the ability
but also the willingness to look with candor and conviction and

sufficiency at the complexities, and in doing so to heal as they stir
and inspire as they sort. \What I wonder is how they muna.ge to vend
their skills and trust their worth in the Mormon marketplace.
Dedication to excellence demands that they do more than grind out
metrical editorials; they must sell themselu,es with their product.

But how to sell either when last-century measurements are

leveled at this century's credibility? Pablo Neruda, when he accepted

the Nobel Prize for literature in t97I, said, "Ladies and gentlemen, I
did not learn from books any recipe for writing a poem and I in my

turn will avoid giving 
^ny 

advice on mode or style which might give
the new poets even a drop of supposed insight. [This] is because

in the course of my life I have always found somewhere the necessary

affirmation, the formula which lay waitin g for ffie, not to be

petrified in my words, but to explain me to myself."re AnC it is this
explainitg that clarifies us to ourselves and to each other" This
involves frightful vulnerability on the part of the poet" Openness-
the willingness to be exposed-exacts the price of personal

anonymity and its attendant public security. If writing is a process of
shedding skins, which it must be, the poet must be willing to stand

naked before a critical audience. It demands that the quivering,
unadorned self lead the quest for truth.

This is a relatively new concept for the Mormon poet. For a
century, Mormon poetry was swathed in the impersonal. Reluctance

to allow self even to enter the proceedings was typical of writers
such as Eliza R. Snow. Her poems were, and in some ways still can

b., regarded as beacons of lyric light on the theology, purpose, trek,

and sustainitg of Mormonism in the last half of the 1800s and well
into our d^y.But-courageous though she was in other areas-
whether writing to or about her brother Lorenzo Snow, to the

parents of a child who had died, to the writers of fiction, or to 
^

Father and a Mother in Heaven, Eliza, poet laureate of Zion, never

let the personal color her hortatory response to the world and

Mormondom. The chiaroscuro was never there . Ebza's only approach

to real poetry in her verse occurred not when she lived in the Salt

Lake Valley as pampered high priestess to the Church, but in the42



\auvoo exodus days when her life was a rugged tramp through the
snosrs. Typical of her distance not only from self but from reality is
:he final stanza of her advice to the wrirers of fiction:

\\'aste not the gifts that God has given
To you, on things beneath your care:

But let your genius soar to heaven
And bask in beams of glory there.rT

In the 270 pages of poems of the first edition of her book Poems

Religious, Historical, and Political, published in Liverpool in 18t6,
there is no getti.g acquainted with Eliza, the wornan behind the
poet. All we know is that she had an infallible ear for rhythm and
rhyme and z vocabulary of superlatives. trn writing of the Prophet

Joseph Smith, whom she must have adored, her tone and diction
could be as applicable to the christening af a ship as to the
launchi^g of a spiritual movement by an inspired but human being.

How sweet the joyr of conscious innocence :

How peaceful is the calm within the breast
$7hen conscience speaks in approbativ. ,o,i.,
Softer than notes that swell the harpsichord,
And testifies within, that all is well,

$7ith what a noble, heavenly feeling does
The bosom swell; and how composedly
The spirit rests and feels secure from all
"The strife of tongues:" reposing on the firm,
Immovable, unchangeable defence-
The bulwark of the fauor of the Lord,"

What does that say? \where is the meaning? The person? Even

philosophical or narrative poetry, i. order to be good, musr
reverberate with the heartbeat of a living artist, unique in
perceptions and persuasions.

In "The Second Comin 8," one of the great religious poems of
the early part of this centrry, the bereavement of the poet, \Tilliam
Butler Yeats, and his anguished concern for "twenty centuries of
stony sleep [that] were vexed to nightmare by a rockirg cradle"tq a,re

unforgettable because they mirror a man alive to human enigma. It 43



is the aliveness behind the poem that involves us all in its power.

Just so, if the great Mormon story is to be told in verse, as Presidenr
Kimball has suggested, it must be more than a catalogue of evenrs
or a. series of mo ralizztions on them. It must bring ro life the srory
behind the story: the feelings, the sleeplessne ss, the waverings, the
hot and cold that reveal the personal. At journals musr, if they are

worth saving, the recordi^g of the,Mormon epic must contain more
than the obvious. This fact is taught in classes and is espoused in
circles of lite rltr throughout artistic Mormondom ; writers know
this. But in Church print a poet is seldom allowed to show his or
her best-his or her deepest-self.

A poet must be extensively curious and able, as Roethke
suggestS, "to say more than one thing zt a time,"zo in order to write
a memorable poem. And moving with the times is vital. Today is
important-one must be in touch with some poets a little more
current than Longfellow. A cultivated respect for rnodernity has to
spring from the traditional roors.

I wonder what would happen in the arts, social sciences, and
humanities if the same kind of regard for contemp orzry excellence

were extended to them as is extended to fields such as medicine,
business, mathematics, even athletics. \What if the support and rrusr
that is offered the scientist, the businessman, the teacher, and the
coach in LDS circles were given the Mormon poet, writer, and

editor? Let us imagine some possibilities.
First would be the recognition that, as in the other fields,

expertise in writing involves more than simply uanting to be good at
the iob and being a good person. All the fasting and prayer and

dedication in the world cannot turn one into a teacher) a writer, or
an editor if he or she does not have the talent-and the training.
Putting words together so that they touch, stir, and motivate is a
most elusive skill. The talent for it is as inborn as the ability ro sing
or add or run well. The life is so short, the cruft so long to learn ! It
has to be honed so carefully to become professional. But too often it
is assumed that if a person c?n speak the language he can write it
and that eeA" should be given for effort alone.

A few years 
^go 

the General Board of the Mutual made an

Olympuan attempt to have the a,ge-group manuals rewritten, and

committees vrere called for that purpose. Members of the Beehive44



committee, under the direction of a determined and capable
chairman, spent three months in frustrated fasting and prayer and
failed to turn out even one lesson. It was not that they lacked ideas,
desire, intelligence, or wherewithal; it was simply that there v/as not
a writer among them. The mysterious ingredients necessa,ry ro pur
lucid sentences together with some style and verve were missing. Yet
the saddest part of the story is that the cornmittee members felt
haplessly guilty for not being able to come up with the lessons on
schedule. \fhy is it so hard for us to admit that writing is nor just a

matter of testimony, inspiration, and earnest desire to write about
the good? It is a tough business, demanding more rhan the abiliry ro
delight in the game of words and to play with ideas. If it is to carry
its weight to the world, writing requires the imposition of talented
honesty.

At the same time, for the talented there can be nothing more
exciting or challenging than to be well edited-if the editor is
someone of stature and knowledgeable standards. To hone and
polish, to rewrite to meet the standards of a qualified editor, to
struggle for excellence is heady endeavor for the writer. But unless
that editor is someone the skilled writer can respect as a professional,
the process is deadly. The Church must be willing to choose its
editors as carefully as it chooses its experts in other fields, and the
good ones akeady at work need to be trusted to demand excellence
from writers who would be published. To be effecrive, the editors
must not be demeaned through supervision by those who know less

about their work than they do.

And editors in turn must come to trust a rcadership that
deserves the honor of being allowed self- arrtvaL Readers need to be

gr nted the excitement of catching on to the phrase, sensing the
idea, and growing by stretching, rather than being diminished by
exPosure to trite, high-blown avera.geness. Taste can be taughr
without fear. Goodness and quality can stand on their own merit.
\We all fear what we do not understand, b*t understandirg can

develop through exposure iust as love can, and it can warm and
sustain in the same way.

Second, those who would write must be trained- just as experts
in other fields are. Knowledge of the craft, as well as exposure ro the
gre t ideas of the ages and faith of generations, can come only 4,



through study. And to regard the study of contemporaries as less

than important is as tragic as to pay no attention to poetic excellence

in other times-or to excellence in other fields. The nineteenth
century was not enslaved by the eighteenth. \What would Shelley

have been had he tried to imitate Alexander Pope? Eliza R. Snow or
Orson F. \fhitney, with their infallible ear but unflinching
didacticism , ?re worth looking back to as recorders and

sentimentalists, but not necessxlly as craftsmen. Important though
it is to know the last-century cnft of Dickinson, \fhitman, Shelley,

Browning, to know only their craft can be stiflitg to tod ay's poets.

\7hile the greats of any d^y are worthy of study, and while new

ways are not always necessarily the best ways, it is vital that the

serious writer give current techniques some consideration. To stir

about among the moderns is to learn of today and the choices it
offers to utilize both traditional and open forms in the subtle voice

of this, our half-century. Experimentation is necessary to the life of
the mind in any field; why should it be suspect in the arts? \7e must

grapple with our limitations and isolate our strengths, and nothing
will aid us as much as study of and with those who know.

Third, there must be a willingness to allow the writer to go to
the end of his or her thoughts, and the writer must accept the

responsibility of doing so. In a time when intellectualism is regarded

by many as the gre t seducer, it is imperative to permit each

individual to conduct his or her own genuine search for truth. \We

cannot all think alike. Generahty and assumption will not do for the

seeker, nor will a built-in agenda. The poet in particular needs to see,

sort, sift, and ponder-to search the thoughts and experiences of self

and others and not to feel deterred by fear of what might be found.
Belief must be confirmed and sustained by constant discover/, even

when it means seffirg the apprenticeship in doubt. Old lamps must
be lighted by new charges, thence to be taken by new vision and

language to still higher and as-yet-unanticipated truths. Of course,

no one arrives at this point without a struggle. Along the way there

will be the contentions of faith and doubt, the sometimes harsh

contacts of the generations, the rerouti.g of understanding; but the

writer must be willing-and permitted-to make the lonely journey.

And if what the faithful believe is true, this wandering-however
far-should in the end be no threat to the personal equanimity of
either the seeker or the guide.46



Fourth, there must be sanction given for takirg time to sink -
r--rr rise-to levels beyond the superficial and perceivable in a culture
rhat demands observance of norms, in a church that wants its
rrre mbers to be ready to "stand up and be counted " for almost
everythitg. And credence must be given to innumerable personal
confirmations of truth and right. As James E. Talmage says, ,,For all
truth, being eternal, is superior to reason in the sense of being
nranifest to reason but not a. cre^tion of reason."zt "If theology be
theory, then religion is practice ; if theology be precepr, religion is
example. Each should be the complement of the orher."zz Above my
desk I have posted this saying: "Oh, Lord, help me to feed thy sheep
as well as count them." APPlied to Talmage's reasoning, it might be
paraphrased, "Oh, Lord, help me to make a religion of my theology,
and by reason to apply it honestly in practice and example, in
thoughtful discipleship to my writin g." Art musr be more than an
illustration of doctrine; it must be a confirmation of faith.

I state without apology that I need a room of my own and
time of my own -unaccountable, nonstatistical, unobservable but
credible place and time in which to explore. As Carl Tucker says in
describitg Robert Lowell's work, "Everything else is the raw material
from which the self of the poem is forged."tr The forging is private-
sometimes painful, always a struggle to see and feel and accepr. It is
never easy to look life in the face , to peer through the surface of the
events and facts of life into their meaning. But that is the poet's
work, and no iustification or explanation should be necessary.

Eltza Snow is a marvelous enigma to the modern Mormon
woman Poet. $7ith her untethered capzcity for endeavor, she wrore
in circumstances much nearer those of a man than a woman. What
justifications did she have to make for her time 

^way 
or alone ? Her

allegiance to the faith must never have been quesrioned, because she
never exposed on the Page any of herself- only the exhortations to
believing. Little wonder journals of the time are much more
interesting than the poetry. And just as we musr not pull 

^w^y 
from

the business of living, the writer of today musr not pul I away from
the business of recordi.g it-all of it*in fairness and honesty and
candor. This is the only way in which we can find and know the
Aunt Evalyns and the Katies, along with the substance they have ro
offer to our Present. The person who writes has a decided emotional 47



advantlge, and especially the person who writes poetry for self-

explanation. "Poetry," says Dr. Jack J. Leedy, pioneer psychiatrist at

Brooklyn Cumberland Medical Center in New York, in a Vall Street

Journal intenriew, "is simply a road to the unconscious. It is a way to
express something you can't get out any other way. N7e look at

peptic ulcers and other psychosomatic symptoms as simply poems

struggling to be born :)24

Thus, recordirg strictly for personal exploration of self and

circumstances must, in our minds, take its proper place zs a viable

and respectable activity. Most of us, in our need to feel "useful" and

"productive," are easily swept up in a kind of consumerism that

validates private effort only if it seems worthy of public approval or

consumption. After all, we argue, what good is anything if only we

enjoy it or are enlarged by it? But writing a poem can mean the

ultimate clarification of a feeling or isolation of an idea. It can mean

the cleansirt of a cloudy window, the exclusive experiencing of an

epiphanl, or a just plain fun activity. No one else needs to share it in
order for it to work its wonders, and it does not need to be judged

to be worthwhile. As my poet friend Clarice Short once quipped,

"Anything worth doing is worth doing badly." Not everyone who

sings is a performer; not everyone who writes needs to try for
publication. And we who are grznted a hezritg or 

^ 
look generally

find that it is possible to love the maker of the song or the poem

without lovirg the product.
I would like to end with a poem that is not mediocre. When

she was ten, our youngest daughter, Megan, wrote a ten-year-old's

poem about growing older. In it, her teddy bear was her "obiective
correlative"-her vehicle for understanding.

TEDDY

One day I found him
while sorting out some clothes.
He lay the re a,t the very bottom.
He was durty Airl and worn out.
Mom said I got him for my first
Christmas.
In his zipper in his back there was some

very stale candy that someone48



:nusr have put in there
r,cr a night that she couldn't sleep.
I used to talk to him all night,
he'd solve all of my problens,
and zny of my fears.

\ow he sits
q-ith his little durty lsicl body
snump ed against the wall
and srares with his almosr real eyes.
\hre still talk
and the candy srill sits.
But I'll forget.
lnd he'll sit for a long time
until one day I sorr agaln
and maybe find him.
But then his burron eyes might
be closed,

and his fur worn zwuf , and
then I'll have many problems
to be solved,
and no Teddy to talk to.

And no Teddy to talk to. Even then, chiaroscuro-the candy and its
going stale-figured in her poem.

The complexity becomes more complex; and, as a teddy bear
loses its power to give comfort, the soul moves on to other stations
that demand different observations and focus. What comforted
Nfegan at ten can no lon ger as she turns rwenry or thirty-five or half
a hundred. She will need to refurbish her mind with new ideas and
her heart with new relationships and feelings that ca,n color and
comfort as they challenge and change her. If she wrires-and
goodness knows that I hope she will, for her own enrichment if nor
for publication -and if she reads, as surely she must, it will have ro
be with an adult Perspective. The poem will, if it is good enough,
furnish the correlative for her sorting-the respect for reality-r"a the
ability to know the taste of the apple that cannot be proved or
explained.

Hopefully there will be poems by Mormon writers whose
substance and honesty will compel and enliven her and keep her 49



faith in whlt mltters. I wish that she could be one of them, painting
the depths and heights in rich chiaroscuro; but even more, I hope

that those who are doirg so will be writing the Mormon story as it
has never been written. And I hope that it will be here in Utah, in
the familiar, that literarily we come to life. Better here where love

can prevail and excellence can abide-in the chiaroscuro that gives

light to light to bless us all with new vision and belief and ability.

The most exciting thing for any of us as artists is to know that

ultimately, what happens for the best happens for all of us. As any

one of us gets better we all can. \We can all learn from each other

and partake of the excellence that any one of us has to offer. In the

camaraderie of honesty and effort and genuine caring for the craft

and each other, we make ourselves limitless and truly religious; we

come closer to the best by lovitg the best and by being unwilling to

setde for less. \What more could God have intended in gracing us at

all with any ability to see?
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One tX/ife or Several?
A Comparztive Study of

Late Nineteenth-Century Marrtage in lJtah
Phillip R, Kunz

trn his paper Professor Kunz, professor of sociology at Brigham Young
Uniuersity, expresses the feeling that the popular images of plural marriage
both inside and outside the LDS church are grossly in error, The picture
which slnerges from his sunttl 0f the literature and use of statistical data is
of an institution which man)r of the Latter-day Saints resisted, which laas
practiced by perhaps ten percent of the men, and which principally the best

educated and most able mtered, It did not produce a larger number of
children .fo, Mormon society, ds the Motmnns mdy haae hoped; and, while
the womm were not held in bondage, As critics indicated, both they and
their husbands were eaidently mnre dissatisfied with polygarny than with
rnnnngamy-as is indicated in particular by both the impressionistic and
statistical euidmce of comparatiae diaorce rntes,

Kunz concludes that tbere was little to recommend the system except

religioas conuiction, It produced little ,,f ory economic aduantage for the
men 0r u)nmen; it euidently failed to produce happier marriages; and it was
clearly a difficult system to liue, particularly in the culture of nineteenth-
century America, Thus, religious conuictinn mzre than any otlter single

factor seems to best explain the practice of plural marriage among the
Mormons,

Polygamy is a term that describes two marriage pracrices:
polyandry, or the marriage of one woman to two or more men (z
system very rarely found); and polygyol, or the marliage of one man
to rwo or more wives at the same time. Although studies have
shown that a large percen ta,ge of the world's societies have
sanctioned the Practice of polygynl, in actu zl practice the nearly
universal existence of an equal sex ratio has severely restricted its
incidence. Still, because polygyny is still prevalent in some societies,
it is of interest to the social scientist concerned with comparative
family Patterns. The purpose of this paper is to examine polygyny as

practiced by The Church of Jesus Christ of Lttter-day Saints during
the latter part of the nineteenth century. Informarion will be

Presented from previous ernpirical analyses of the Mormon case, from
original journals and diaries of the time, and from currenr research.r 13



\XZhy did the practice of polygyny in America begin in the

midst of a sociery which was so deeply entrenched in puritanical

monog 
"my? 

The explanations vLry across time and according to

vested interests. At some time prior to L843-and perhaps as early as

Ig1,l -the Mormon prophet Joseph Smith received a revelation

regardirg the erernal nature of marriage and the plurality of wives.

Joseph Smith indicated that he knew the revelation perfectly from

beginnirg to end and could recite it while his brother Hyrum wrote

it down.t That revelation, now the $2nd section of the Doctrine

and Covenanrs, one of the four volumes of Latter -d^y Saint scripture,

begins as follows:

verily, thus saith the Lord unto you Py t:*ant JosePhl that

inasmuch ii yo" have inquired of my hand to know and understand

whereil i, tne ford, justihed my servants Abraham, Isaac, and.Jacob,

as also Moses, David'and Solomon, my seffants, as touching the

principle and doctrine of their having many wives and

concubines.

The remainirg sixry-six verses instnrct readers regarding eternal

mzrrizge and briefly specify how plural marriage is to oPerate.

Initially, some of the few who knew about the impending

pracrice of polygynr, or "the principle," or polygumy, rS it was often

called, *.r. shocked by the new doctrine. Lorenzo Snow, fifth

presidenr of the Church, reports that the Prophet Joseph told him

that ,.an angel from heaven appeared before him with a drawn

surord, threatening him with destruction unless he went forward and

obeyed the commandment."4 Eventually Joseph Smith and a few

trusted leaders and friends took additional wives; then, 2s rumors

about the new rype of mariage began, the already existi.g

persecution found a new raison d'htre.

\When phoebe Carter \foodruff (\Tilford's first wife) first

heard of plural marriage she thought that it was the most wicked

thing she had ever heard, and she opposed it until it made her sick.

After "fasting and prayer," she was finally convinced that the

doctrine really was the witl of God and she obeyed.:

The difficulry of acceprirg "the princiPle" is illustrated by the

sgarement of polygynist Heber C, Kimball's daughter, Helen, who

also became a Plural wife:)4



The worst of slaves is he whom passion rules. The faults and
weaknesses which are bom in us rre the enemies we are ro grapple
with, and those who have the greatest, and can put them "iaii their
feet, are the gleatest cglqu€rors and will wear the brightest crowns.
It is only the Spirit of God, which follows obedience"ro Fiis
commandments, that has assisted the Latter-day Saints in overcoming
and subduing themselves as far as they have, instead of allowing their
passions to overcome them, and I assure you that this is the *liole
secret, and the only thing that makes the difference between us and
the unbelieving, or those who persist in fighting against this holy
principle.

If I did not know. that my husband was actuared by the purest
of motives and by religious principle I could nor have fortified
myself against that 'demon Jealouiy,' and had it not been for the
powe.lfu.l testimony from the Lo1d, which gave me a knowledge for
myself that this principle is of celestial birth, I do not believe itrat I
could have submitted to it for a moment. Therefore I czn take no
credit to myself, only as far as I rendered obedience ro Him. I was
afraid' of .no man, but I feared to-rebel against the Almighry, though
at times it was like the tearing of my very heart-strings, 

^"i it tooi<
much Prayer.l"q strugglilg to overcome. Yet throufh it all I have
stood as a pillar by the side of my husband and can lay with truth
that my soul has been purified and my love has become more
exalted $l willing and undivided heart is laid upon the alt ar, and
a-ll my life and talents which the Lord has lent *f, I wish to be
devoted to this gre t and glorious cause.

I have had no cause to doubt my husband's love for me and my
children, and he is a very devoted father to all his children. I know
by *y-own experience, and that of my sainted mother, and also of
other first wives, who have acted their part nobly, that they have nor
only -retained the affection of their hus6ands, bui ro see r.t.h a grcat
sacrifice made by the wife of his bosom has increased his love ria
exalted her in his eyes. I have had this testimony from different
husbands and wives.6

Followirg the Prophet's death in 1944, the number of
Polygynous marrrlges increased considerably. In August IS1Z Orson
Pratt and Brigham Young spoke on polygyny in the Salt Lake
Tabernacle, and soon afterward Church publications carried these
talks on "the princiPle." It was then publicly preached and openly
practiced. Heber C. Kimball said,

I would not be afraid to promise ? man who is sixty years of
xle, if he will take the counsef of brother Brigham and tris'brerhren,
that he will renew his age. I have noticed that a man who has but
one wife, and is inclined to that doctrine, soon begins to wither and tt



dry .rp, while a man who goes into plurality looks fresh, young, and

rprigh,ly. \rhy is this? Because God loves that man, and because he

honors irir work and word. Some of you may not believe this; but I
nor only believe it-I also know it. For a rrlan of God to be confined

ro one woman rs small business; for it is as much as we can do now

to keep up undet' the burdens we have to carry; and I do not know

what *. ihould do if we had only one wife apiece.T

After the death of Brigham Young, Persecution began to

intens ify.Joshiah Hickman, a professor of physics and psychology,

wrore of the trearmenr of those who practiced "the principle,"

indicating that during the final years that it was Practiced by the

Latter -d^y Saints more than 2,t0O men were imprisoned.t (Arrington

cites only t,}i>-stil| alarge number.e) Hickman goes on to indicate

that

at one time the penitentiaries in Arizona, Utah, and Idaho were filled

with "co-habs" as they were called. In this emergency the

governmenr chartered the srate prison at Detroit, Michigan and sent

many of the prisoners there. Hundreds of the polygamists were

absent from their homes for years either in penitentiaries or in hiding

until their children did not know them. \fomen also were in hiding;

babes were born in caves, mountain defiles, and in secluded spots of

the desert. Forrunes were wasted and homes made desolate- This, in

p^rr, was the sacrifice made by thgt y-ho would not renounce this

principle or set their farnilies adrift. Of the thousands lmp{soned,
iiU.rty and amnesry were offered to each if he would abandon his

wirres and children; but, be it to their honor, not one accePted the

olive branch at such a sacrifice.lo

\7hile persecudon was very difficult for many of those

involved, it was also the basis of some rather interesting humor.

During the debates regarding the seating of Senator Smoot in

Congress, one senato t, L well-known philanderer, was very vocal in

his denunciation of the evils of polrygamy and the seating of Smoot.

But his colleague, Senator Boies Penrose, dispos ed toward seztitg

Senator Smoot and knowing of the other senator's ext r?;m?fit?J

activities, counrered, "Ir is better to be a polygamist who doesn't

polyg than a monogamist who doesn't monog."tt

Margzrer Smoor indicares that even in Utah some of.the

,6 persecutors had a double standard:



And I regrgt to say that occasionally they succeed in decoying from-
the path of virtue and lead captive a few giddy yourhs of our
community-while they and their patrons at the same time 

^re 
cryirg

olt aga-inst polygamy as a corup fcorrupt] and demoralizing
principle.r2

Berween 1862 and 1887 Congress passed a number of acts
designed to eradicate the practice. These included the Morrill Anti-
Bigamy Act of t 862, the Edmunds Law of t882, and the Edmunds-
Tucker Act of 1887. The Edmunds Act disfranchised all polygynists
and the Edmunds-Tucker Act brought abour the confiscation of
Church property. By 1879, the Supreme Court of the United States
had upheld the constitution ality of the Morrill Act; and in 1890
President \Tilford \Woodruff issued a public manifesto, which was
accePted by the Church membership in general conference in
October of 1890. The Manifesto read, in pzft, as follows:

Inasmuch as laws have been enacted by Congress forbiddirg
plural marriages, which laws have been pronoutt.Id constitutionll by
the court of last resort, I hereby declare my intention to submit to
those laws, and to use my influence with the members of the Church
over which I preside ro have them do likewise. u

Since that time, the practice of polygyny has nor received general
Church approval, though the principle per se was nor rejected.

Currently there is a filrly large number of people in and around
[Jtah who have polygynous marria,ges. However, these are not
orthodox Latter-day Saints; members of the Church who join
organi zatioms which practice plural ma,rria;gr.- 

^re 
excommunicated

from The Church of Jesus Christ of Lauer-day Saints. How
numerous current polygynists are in Utah and surrounding srares, no
one knows; the best estimates state that several thousand people are
involved. The current polygynists need to be studied to ascertain the
implications of their life-style for them, their children, their
organi zltlons, and the larger socie ry in which they live.

Several studies of Mormon polygyny have arternpted to make
some objective evaluation of the practice. The first of these was a

master's thesis by J. E. Hickman submitted ro rhe Department of
Philosophy at Columbia University in 1:9A7. It was a very detailed
study for that period of tirne ; Hickman weighe.d, measured, and
tested nearly twenty-four thousand persons, rwenry-six hundred of t7



whom were of polygamous origin. Contrary to popular assertions

that polygamy was creatin g L degenerate ra.ce) his analysis indicated

that those of plural origin were about an inch taller, five pounds

heavier, and about three or four Percent higher in ave rage

intelligence as shown on test scores.14

J E. Huletr's study of plural marrlage was based on 100

interviews conducted during 1937 and 1938 with 78 surviving

memb ers of 47 polygamous families and with their children. \fhile
the study suffers somewhat from being based on recollections of

evenrs 47 yars or more in the past, it does offer some interesting

insights. Hulett found, for example, a gre::t variety of responses to

living-condition demands. This variety he attributed to the fact that

polygamy for Mormons was an innovation within a culture that

ia,rght mono g?my and thus offered better social suPPort and

sociali z1tlon for monogamy than for the new marriage and family

system.l t

In I9t6 Stanley Ivins wrore an article in which he discussed

some of the historical detail of polygarmy. Using the earlier data

collected by Esshom,tu he esrimated that "befween fifteen and twenty

percent of the Mormon families of Utah were polygamous."tT

The nexr muior stud y of polygyny was the doctoral dissertation

of Vicky Burgess-Olson in I97) at Northwestern University. Using

exrensive lib rury sources and Mormon church archives to which she

had open access, she studied L56 families in depth, collecting all

available informarion on husbands, wives, and children. On the basis

of this informarion she focused upon the answers to twelve

quesrions, includirg the relationship of polygyny to the structure

and dynamic pattern of monogamous families, the motivation for

the pracrice, and provision for widows and spinsters. She found that
,.polygyny allows for much more variation in family dynamics than

monogamy and that individual family variation was the most

prevalent pattern."re In other words, there was no standard or

patrern or norm which dictated how polygyny should be practiced.

The final study of this rype to which I will refer was made by

Smith and Kunz; while they discussed several of the demographic

chartcteristics of those who practiced polygyny and monogamy in

late nineteenth-cenrury Utah, they were primarily interested in the

relationship of polygyny and fertility. They found that wives in58



Polygynous unions had a lower completed marital fertility than those
of monogamous unions.re Muhsam had argued earlier that such
would result simply from reduced opportunities to conceive due ro
comPetition with other wives for the husband's artention. The
Smith and Kunz studies, though failing ro verify Muhsam's
argument that decreased coital frequency caused a lower birth rute,
nevertheless agreed with the findings with regard to fertility.ro

One particularly rich source of data for the early Utah period in
which Polygyny was practiced is a volume of genealogies collected by
Frank Esshom from lgOT to 191.3.21 Esshom traveled throughout the
Utah-\Wyoming-Idah o a"rea, during this period artempting to collect
as many genealogies as possible of pioneerin g families arriving in
Utah in L847 or thereafter. A complete genealogy includes name of
husband, name(s) of wife or wives, marriage dates, names and birth
dates of children, broad occupational information, some death dates
for spouses and children, and some marrla,ge dates for children. In
the complete Esshom collection there is information concerning
6,200 men of whom all but 83, or 1.3 percent, were married (Table
t). Of those married,Tt.t percent of the males were listed as havirg

Single

Monogamous
One wife
Remarried*

Polygynous
Two wives
Three wives
Four wives
Five wives
Six wives
Serren wives
Eight wives
Nine wives
Ten or more wives

Total
*"Remarried" indicates

or divorce of the first.

Table I
Marital Status of Early

Vo of
Total
Number

I.3/o
7 L.t

27.2

(L9.II7o)
( t.65
( L4o
( .73
( .11

( .08
("M
( .01

( .06

Utah Men

Number

83

4430
(tt6t7
( 46e)

r687
( 1 18r)
( l:o)
( s7)
( 45)
(7)( r)
( 3)
( 1)
(4)

Vo of
Subpart

rco%

89.4
10.6

lCf.07o

7O.247o

20.75

).16
2.67

.42

.30

.18

.006

.24

IAO.OOTo

Lffi.O%o 62W
those men who took a second wife only after the death
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only one wife 
^t ^ny 

given time in their lives. Of these monogamous

men, 10.6 percent had remarried following the death or divorce of
the first wife. Polygynous men with two wives accounted for 19.1

percent of the total, those with three wives for 1.6 percent, and those

with four ro ren or more wives for just over 2 Percent. Of all the

men who practiced polygyny,nr)er 90 percent had n0 rnrre tban two or

three rtiues, Thus, the intensity (number of wives Per Polygynous
male) is not very high. All polygynists were ascertained by 

^ 
recorded

murrr?ge ro a second wife prior to the recorded death or divorce of
the first wife, or, in the case of missing marriage and / or death dates,

by the overlapping birthdates of children borne by different wives.

The mosr striking feature of polygyny whenever it is practiced

is that it can exist at ilI considering the worldwide sex ratio of ro6

male births ro every 100 females born. There are some factors which

muy change this ratio somewhat, such as male infanticide, some

rypes of migration patterns, or high mortality due to warfare; but

none of these would explain the Utah case. George Q. Cannon

correctly understood this situation:

I do nor wish to convey the idea thzt plural m^rrrzge can be

universal. In the very nature of the things as I have often said, it is

impossible ; the equality of the sexes would prevent this, were men

.,r.r so desirous to make it so. Take our own territory : the males

outnumber the females;it cannot therefore be a practice without limit
among use.22 [emphasis added]

An analysis of the census de;ta for 1850 by Smith and Kunz indicated

a sex ratio of t 13 in Utah. In the three followitg decades the sex

ratios were 101 , 10} and TO7, respectively.2r Thus, the excess of
males was greatest at the beginnitg and the end of the period

studied. Careful analysis of this census data indicated only a slight

excess of females aged twenty to thirty years as compared with men

thirty to fort y yeirs of zge , which more nearly corresponds with the

reality of the "marriage market" for plural marriage.

One of the reasons most often given for the Practice of

polygamy was the female surplus. For examPle, a I97O study of 4Zt

residents of rural Utah indicated that the respondents believed a

female surplus qras the prime reason for the Mormon Practice of

polygy ny.ro Another study, this one taken among Brigham Young60



University students in 1977, indicated that 4t percent believed
essentially the same.2t

\7hile there was a slight surplus of women of marriageable age,
there was apparently also a market for marriage and the possibility of
"alternative" partners. Lydia \Tilson wrote:

I began going out with J.\f. \Wilson but during this time and the
time I was married I had chances to marry at that time polygamy was
practised. So I had chances a plenty to go into it, but didn't quite do
it. I went out often but never cared for any one as much as J.\f .ru

Perhaps the most quoted estimate of the incidence of Latter-day
Saint polygamy ts 2 percen t, L figure often defensively cited by
apologists who timidly indicate that "afte r all, only abou t 2 percenr
of the males practiced polygamy." Because there are no existing lists
of polygamists2 we have to rely on samples-some being more reliable
than others. The 27 .2 percent from the Esshom collection is too
high because it is biased toward the leaders, who are more likely to
have practiced polygzmy." His collection was geared to men who
held Church or civic office of some type. Other estimates are

Arrington's 10 percent2s and Nels Anderson's 8.5 percent.2s Based on
a careful analysis of census data and the age relations of husbands

and additional wives Smith and Kunz estimated that 8.8 percent of
marciaqeable men in 1870 actually practiced polygamy.ro

Other demographic cha,racteristics are of interest in
understanding the sample reported here. Table 2 presenrs the decade

of birth of the men in the sample. Thus, the range is from I77O to
1SB9 with the most born from 1830 to 1839. Over 70 percent were

born after the Church was organi zed and most were born well before
the persecutions of the last decade of polyg my. Fifty-eight percenr

of the men were born in the United States and,4z percent were

foreign born. Of those who were not born in utah, 42 percent
migrated to Utah in the decade 1860 to 1869, and an additional 27

percent came in the followirg decade.

One mzy inquire as to the source of the polygamous wives.

Many non-Mormons viewed the missionzry program as a. recruitment
program for girls for extra wives for Mormons. For exarnple, many
communications passed berween the [Jnited States State Deparrment 6I



Table 2

Decade of Birth of
Ea.rly Utah Men

Decade

1770-t779
t780-1789
rTgo-1799
1800-1809
1810-1819
1820-r829
1 830- 1 839
11840-rs4g

18t0-1859
1860-1869
r870-1879
1880-1889

Not available

Total

Frequency

8

24
66

217

397
t48
767
699
694
497
278
90

772

torT

and the government of Switzerland in the 1880s. One letter from the

Legatton of the United States reads as follows:

Berne, April 21., 1888

SIR: In Pursuance of the instructions conveyed by you-r No.
130, of the zid ultimo, on yesterday I called to see the chief of the
Swiss Federal department of justice and police, orally and unofficially
advising with him as to measures that might be taken to prwent the
emigratlon from Switzerland to the United States of persons who
inte-nd to violate the laws by entering into polygamous relations, and

informing him that it had come to the knowledge of the United
States Govemment that Mormon agents in Switzerland had lately
been increasing their activiry.it

The representative of a foreign state at Salt Lake v/rote the following

to the Swiss consul at San Francisco:

The Mormon missionaries take yearly to this place about one

hundred p€rsons who, enioying an honorable and honest case in
Switzedand, are obliged to undergo here all the torture of poverty,
after the Mormons have shom them to the hide, leaving them
nothing but their eyes to weep. I had to occuPy Tyself with several

cases, the recital of which would split the heart of a tiget, but was

not able to move the stone whichlhe Mormons carry in the place of
62 their heart.:2



Table j
Marriage Type of U.S.-

and Foreign-Born Utah Husbands

Marriage Type
Monogamy Polygamy

72.4/o 27.67o

59.6 40.4

Birthplace

U.S.
Foreign

Xz : 3L.4, p< .oot

Birthplace

U.S.
Foreign

Xz:50.1, p(.001

Monogamy

68.377o

)2.7

Table 3 examines the relationship of place of birth to type of
marriage. The data indicate that, of the men born in the United
States, about 72 percent were monogamous and 28 percent were

polygamous, compared to 60 percent of foreign-born men who were

monogamous and 40 percent polygamous. Additional wives follow
in about the same proportions, with 68 percent of the U.S.-born
wives living in monogamy znd 3z percent in polygamy while
foreign-born wi.res figure d 23 percent in mono g?my and 47 percent

in polyglmy, xs may be seen in Table 4. This suggests that foreign-

Tabhe 4
Marriage Type of U.S.-

and Foreign-Born Utah NTives

Marriage Type
Polygamy

3L.77o
47.3

Number

100t
736

Number

1 188

829

bom men were slightly more monogemous than foreign-born
women. Horsley concludes, zfter a ten-year study of polygynous
families, that girls from polygynous families were more often selected

as polygynous wives because of their socialization within such a
family structure. They know how plural mernzge works and for the
most part are already converted to it.rr

Data on the occupation of the husbands and the type of
marriage were obtained from 1,143 czres and are presented in Table

5, where one may observe that farmers were more likely to be

monogamous than skilled workers, public servants, and professionals.

Swenty percent of the farmers in our sample were monogamous, 63



Occupation

Farmer
Skilled or

public servant
Professional

Xz : Ir.9, p( .01

Table j
Number of S7ives

in Differing Occupations of Husbands

Marriage Type
Monogamous 

, o, 
n"ttt"-;:t, 

more
Total Total

Number Vo

612 100.0

t64 100.0
r27 100.0

70.47o

(fi.t
64.6

wlves

24.L/o

29.t
29.r

wlves

5.57o

rc.4
6.3

while about 61 percent of the skilled workers or public senrants and

65 percent of the professionals were monogamous. Twenty-four
percent of the farmers had two or three wives, while in the other
rwo group s 29 percent had two or three wives. The skilled worker or
public servant category had the highest percentage with four or more
wives-just over 10 percent.

Table 6 presents some chancteristics of the husbands regardirg
their mean completed fertility and Lge of marriage. As may be

observed in the first column, the mean number of children is just

under eight for monogamous husbands and just under rwelve total
for monogamous husbands who took a second wife after the death

or divorce of the first. Polygamists with two wives had a mean

fertility of just over sixteen children, and those with three wives just

over twenty children.
The total number of children per father increased with additional

polygamous wives, but the mean fertility per wife was less than that

Table 6
Characteristics of Husbands

in Differing Types of Familiesf

'usbanf;marriase .?ffiff. Hd. rli,ff ffiH,f. "#j:*"
Monogamist-no sequential marriage 7 .82 2r.3 967
Monogamist-sequential marrr ge L2.6I 24.2 43.6 IL4
Polygynist-t\ilo concurrent wives I6J6 24.2 36.L 227
Polygynist-three concurrenr wives 20.n n.5 33.1 43.3 L47
All husbands L2.IL 24.8 36.8 43.3 t,4r)

*Number varies in table cells depending upon missing data. Sequential marrizge
is remarrizge of monogamist subsequent to death of first wife.

lTable from Smith and Kunz, "Polygamy and Fertility in Nineteenth-Century
Americl:' p. 470. (See Note 1 for complete bibliographic information.)64



of the monogamous wife, except in the case of the rwo-wife family.
If each woman represented in the table had had the mean number of
children of the monogamous wife, there would have been a total of
16,344 children. As it was, however, the women bore a total of
Lt,624 children, or 720 fewer than the statistically proiected number.
Thus, plural marriage, including monogamous rema rriage, actually
slightly suppressed the total number of children born. Stated another
w2/, the man with rwo concurrent wives had more than double the
fertility of his monogamist counterpart, but the addition of the third
wife increased the fertility by only 25 percent rarher than by the l0
Percent statistically expected. An analysis shows that 69 General
Authorities who were polygynous had a mean of seven wives and a

mean of three children per wife.
Examination of Table 6 also indicates that the monogamous

husband married when he wa s 2) while the polygynous husband
married at an ave r"ge Lge of 24. Noteworthy also is the lower mean

^ge 
of the three-wife husband at first marriage: 23.5 years. Marriage

at an eadier 
^ge 

thus appears to be associated with polygyny. The
interesting question arises of whether men planned ro enrer poly gyny
and then began earlier, or whether men who married their first wives
at a young er age had other characteristics which predisposed them ro
be selected for polygyry.

Earlier da,ta indicated that the stereotype of a man with a harem
of women is not tnre. Table 6 also tends to desrroy the notion that a
man married wives in rapid succession. The mean 

"ge 
of first

marriage for a two-wife man was 24. The mea n a,ge (36) at which a

husband took a second wife was over ten years older than that at
which he wed the first wife. This time lapse was slightly less for
three-wife husbands than for two-wife husbands, but only by about
three years. The space from second to third wife was also about ten
years, with the ayerage husband being 43 years of a,ge when he
married his third wife.

N7omen, on the other hand, had quite a differen t age partern ar
first ma,rrm,ge,. Most of them were younger than the men by about
three years. The mean of age for the first wife of a monogamous
ma,rdaqe is 21 years, and for the second,28 yers. At times, a woman
whose husband had died was married by another man who thus
entered into polygamy. The fact that such women had been married 6t



previously, along with the fact that a few older women vrere married

to someone in order to "save their souls," results in a higher mean

zge for the second and third wives, as Table 7 indicates. As may be

noted, however, all the wives, and especially the second and third
wives, were much younger than their husbands.

Table 7
Mean and Standard Deviation
of Husbands' Marriage Age

Family Vife Standard Total number

rype numbet Meen devietion in sample

One-wife One 20.8 yrs. 4.r4 792

Two* 28.L 11.10 U
Two-wife One 2O.O 4.r7 2r7

Two 22.7 7.O7 216

Three-wife One 2l.O 4.93 r7O

Two 22.4 6.6, L66
Three 22.9 8.t4 rj6

*Married after death or divorce of first wife.

Because the practice of polygamy was introduced into a

monogamous society, one may propedy assume that a great deal of
social adjustment was necessary. And so it was. In a recent PaPer,

Campbell and Campbell indicate that

the divorce rate and number of separations was high, not because

polygamous mamiage was difficult in the American context,-Per se,

but because the contact of Mormon polygamy was e state of anomie
or normlessness caused in part by their millennialist belief system.rr

They base their conclusions on a recordd granting of r,645 divorces

by Brigham Young. Although they acknowledge that the records do

not indicate whether or not they were polygynous, aPParently most

were. Campbell and Campbell go on to state that "it is possible that

there were in excess of 2,000 divorces granted prior to the 1890

Manifesto."lt
\7hile Brigham Young preached that blessings would be

forfeited by divorce, he also recognized the difficulty of relationships

which were not stable.r In September 1856, during the height of a

66 religious retrenchment movement, he wrote:



I wish my own women to understand that what I am going to
say is for them as well as others, and I want those who are liere io
tell their sisters, yes, all the women of the community, and then
write it back to the States, and do as you please with it. I am goirg
to give you from this time to the sixth d^y of October next, fbr
reflection, that you may determine whether you wish ro stay with
your husbands or not, and then I am going to set every woman at
liberry and say to them, Now go you r way, my women with the rest,
go your way. And my wives have got to do one of two things; either
round up their shoulders to endure the afflictions of this *oild, and
live their religion, or they may leave, for I will not have them about
me. I will go into heaven alone rather than have scratchirg and
fighting around me.r7

Two years later Brigham Young admonished:

It is not right for the brethren to divorce their wives the way they
do. I am determined that if men don't stop divorcing their wives, I
shall stop sealing. Men shall not abuse the gifts of God and the
privileges the way they are doing. Nobody can say that I hav e 

^nyinterest in the matter, for I charge nothing for the sealings, but I do
charge for the divorcing. I want the brethren ro srop divorcing their
wives for it is not right.rs

\Zhile plural muriage created some difficult adjustmenr
problems in some cases, ma,rrizge of any kind posed some problems.
One woman wrote:

For awhile I found it hard to get wood and a few other things
so I thot to better myself by marrying 

^ 
man whose name was Oavid

Irwis. He promised to be a good father to my children but he was
no!. My oldest daughter went to live with Sanford Bingham's family
and my son Bateman and my daughter Ellen went to live at Hector
Haight's. I had ebeby bom Oct. 12. \,07e named her Francis Lovina. I
went on washing for the store hands. My other children were kicked
from pillar to post. Finally I decided to get them home and run my
own sheban g.o'

One of these adjustment problems for frmilies came in the
form of persecudon, which forced husbands to be ?wuy from their
families for extended periods of time. Many times visits home had to
be secret, and even children did not know of the presence of their
father. Perhaps some used the seperateness of the living a.rrxngement
to stay L\Iay from less favored wives without divorce. \We get a,

glimpse of this problem from one woman at the time who said: 67



I craved some assurance of his love after placing 'my all' on the
marriage altar. 'W'hen he treated so lightly his appointment to come
and see me 2 weeks after our marriage, is there any wonder that I was
broken hearted. A week later he came but my enthusiasm was gone.do

Neither of us, while he lived, ever referred to our seParation, so we
were both true to his desire that, no unPleasant affairs be discussed. It
wasn't easy for me. He came a few times to our home at Farmington
to have dinner with us-on such occasions as Thanksgiving,
Christmas.at

My problems were only details to Mr. Tanner. I don't suPPose

he ever felt concerned as to how I would work them out. I imagine
that all his wives carried their own responsibilities. At least, I am sure

they did the latter part of his life, for he did not seem interested in
anyone and apparently no one was interested in him. He went back
and forth from Salt Lake to Canada year after year alone.a2

I had the attitude of many women in Polygamy. I felt the
responsibility of my family, a.nd I developed an independence that
women in monogamy never know. A woman in polygamy is
compelled by her lone position to make confident of her children.
How much more is this true when a woman is left entirelY alone.nr

Campbell and Campbell cite a study of Quinn end note that of
the 72 Generd Authorities who entered into plural marcia,ge, "39

were involved in broken marriages, including 54 divorces, 26

sqparations and one annulment."aa As written, this rePort implies a

very high percentage of divorce among those men-54 percent. Such

an approach stresses the men and not the total number of
relationships, however. The 69 Church leaders had a total of 4g4

marriages or an average of about 7 wives. Of these 494 ma,riege

relationships, 81-over 16 percent-ended in divorce, seParation, or
annulment. Just over 10 percent ended in divorce.

To more carefully determine the extent of divorce in
polygamous marriages of that time, an analysis was undertaken using

data from the four-generation genealogy grouP sheets in the Patron
index of the Genealogical Society library. After a random start, every

plural marriage was examined for evidence of divorce. In addition,

the family group sheets of the two following monogamous marriages

68 were examined to determine the extent of divorce for monogamy.



Only marriages which were viable at some time during the period of
L844 to 1890 were included in the study. Also, the possibility was' I that, because sheets were submitted by relatives of therecogn lzed

families in the study, the divorce for both types of mar dage would
have been somewhat underrepresented.

The records of 3r5 polygamists and 61,0 monogamisrs were
examined. Also examined were the records of 33 men who remarried
aftu the death or divorce of the first wife. Of the polygamists, 28 (g
percent) were divorced, as compared to 3 monogamists (0.5 percent).
Of the 23 monogamists who remarried, 3 divorced their first wife
and none their second. Therefore, only 6 of the total 6gj
monogamists examined (0.9 percent) experienced divorce, indicating
a lower incidence of divorce among monogamists than polygamists.

Those data only consider the men, however. It is more accurate
to consider all of the wives of the polygynists and to count each

husband-wife relationship as a, marrla.ge rather than ro examine only
whethet or not the men were ever divorced. This approach reveals

that the above-stated 28 polygynist divorces were spread over I,029
women who became polygynous wives; therefore, less than i percenr
of polygynous wiaer experienced divorce. Of those 28 who became
divorced,20 (7r percent) were other than the first wife. Still, the
incidence of divorce among monogamists was clearly less.

In sum mltf , we see in polygyny an institution much
misunderstood both today and during the time it was practiced.
Imposed initially upon an unwilling people who accepted it because

of deep religious convictions, it was used by enemies of the Church
to feed the intensity of persecution. Far from the nineteenth-cenrury
lore of lecherous old men with vast harems, the truth was that
perhaps nine percent of the eligible Latt er-day Saint men practiced it,
and most of them had tvro wives only. Often a. tragic experience for
those involved, divorce was more common in polygamous murr:ages

than in comparable monogamous unions. The system took roor not
to care for an overff/helming surplus of women, not to produce a

grea,t number of children to populate a territorf , and not to quench
the lust of men, but for reasons like those of Adam who, when asked

why he offered sacrifice, answered that he "knew not, save the Lord
commanded" it.4t 69
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Sisters and Little Saints:
one Hundred Years of Mormon primaries

Jill Mulaay Derr

Dealing with tbe first century of the Prinary Association-the LDS
weekday seruice fo, ynang children - Mrs, Derr hai prouided syrne
prwocatiae insigbts. Most irnportant, perhaPs, is thi suggestion that Eliza
R, Snow's thiyklng on children's education was influenced in part by her
obsentation of the European kindergartens, Beyond tltis, a clear caisal
connection is euidmt in the impact 0f prugressiue education on Louie B,
Felt, Also signtficant is the fact that in recent yars the Primary has
grneralQ ended its emphasis 0n secalar rnatteri, such as sociat ,tfo* and
charitabl work for tie entire cnmmunity, and has deuoted ;tsrti almost
exclusiuel\ to religious studies, handwork, and self-improaernent education,

The emphasis in this paper is on both continuity and cltange, The
balc purpose of the organization-to prouide a weekiay retigioui
educational experience-has remainei constant, but thi *tiod and
nnphasis haae cltanged. Originally, it seems, the Primary uas a collectiue
religious neeting with.cateclisms, poetry, and dialogatt. Tht influence of

prograsiae education brought about "grading," 0riht dirition-into age-

Tloup classes, and social reforrn actiuities. Most recently, tbe oldest b$s in
the Primary haue beert inaolaed in Boy Scout actiaitiei which paratli the
self-help nnphasis in the Merry Miss programs for the girls,

The expansion 0f the LDS church from a tltah io o national and
recently an international church has brought in its wahe nunteryus cbanges,
Correlation of the Prinary program with- the programs af other Church
auxiliaries and priesthood quorurns is perhaps tbi best eiampte. Another is
tle chlnge in status of the organizatiin's iagazine, tbe Children,s
Friend , in 1971 , to corcelate with other nng/lsh language and
interuational Church magazines,

\il7hen little Saints of the Alpine Third \Ward whispered and
sang the sacrament meeting program in the early months of I97g,
they blessed the congregation with a children's hymn older than
anyone there:

I'll serve the Lord while I am young,
And, in my early days,

Devote the music of my rongue
To my Redeemer's praise.r 7'



The children could not have guessed that the very words they sang
were once the seed of their Primary, a church-wide association for
Latter-day saint children now flowering in its one hundredth year.

In 1853, a short time after Lttter-dty Saint Sunday schools had
been established in several Salt Lake City wards, Eliza R. Snow
composed this verse as part of a ,Juvenile Hymn.,' The coming of
the Utah Expedition in 1858 put an end to the growth of Utah
sunday Schools, but the movement was reawakened in 1g64 when
George Q. cannon reorganized the salt Lake city Fourceenrh r$Vard

sunday school. Two years later cannon began publication of the

Juomile Instractor, a semi-monthly newspaper for little children, and
within weeks of the first issue Eliza R. Snow became a conspicuous
contributor. In addition to short essays on death, bad words, and the
evils of candy, Sister snow published a six-part series on the biblical
story of Daniel, followed by z yar-long continuous series titled ,.The

History ofJesus." E. R. Snow, or E.R.S., as she was apr to identiS,
herself, also carried on a coffespondence (in prose and poetry) with
various readers of theJuamile Instructor-little Ernesrs and Eugenias
who for one renson or another had written to her.

But when Brigham Young issued a call to Eliza Snow in 1g67
it was to orgainize women, not children. To assist bishops in
organizing sisters in every ward and settlement in the territory was
her commission. The Relief Society, too, was reawakening; the
collective efforts of its sisters in the next two decades would not
only bolster the Mormon economy but would involve women in
Church programs and structure to a degree hitherto unknown,
placing them in leadership positions at general, stake, and ward
levels. 'u7ith her substantial new administrative duties and travel,
however, Eliza snow did not forget her connection wirh the Juaenile
Instructor. \fhen she accompanied her brother Lorenzo Snow and
other church officials on a tour of Europe and Israel in tg72-73, she
sent letters to editor George Q. cannon describing the children's
schools that she had visited: an ,.object school,' in paris and a

kindergarten in Munich. She commented on the children's singing,
marching, and work in crafts and observed how the schools relieved
mothers of considerable responsibility for little ones who were

76 "kindly cared for and trained by these skilful matrons."2



In the summer of t 878, when Eliza R. Snow encountered
Aurelia Spencer Rogers, it was not surprising that they talked about
children: Elize,hzd been a long-time teacher of boys and girls, and
Aurelia had been mothering for more than thirty years. At rwelve
years of age Aurelia Spencer had helped her fourteen-year-old sister
Ellen manage four younger Spencer children. Their mother's death
rn 1846, concurrent with their father's mission to Great Britain, had
left the little family parentless for three years. After her father
returned, seventeen-yerr-old Aurelia married Thomas Rogers in 1851.

She was undoubtedly better prepared than most young girls would
have been for the twelve children born to her and Thomas during
the next twenty-three years, bur norhing had prepared her for the
pain she felt at the loss of five of them in early childhood. That, she

admitted, was a severe trial of her faith, one resulting in stronger
trust in God and heightened delight in her living children.r

Aurelia described herself as an "earnest thinker" who was

"naturally of a religious turn of mind" and whose "forte would be to
teach children." Consequently, in 1877, when Bishop John r$7. Hess
of the Farmington \Vard "called the sisters together, feeling that the
young people were being led astray, and threw the responsibility
upon the sisters to look after their daughters," Aurelia found herself
wondering about the girls-and even moie about the boys-and how
parents could unite in training them.a

Thus, when Aurelia Spencer Rogers encounrered Eliza R. Snow
some months later in the summer of 1878, their conversation
focused upon their common concern: the training of children. "Mrs.
R. expressed a desire that something more could be effected for the
cultivation and improvement of the children morally and spiritually
than was being done through the influence of day and Sunday
Schools," Eliza recalled.

"Sister E. R. Snow had suggested that i+-qreuldSe-*€ll{o,r some
good woman to take charge of them. Sr. Snow thought it would be
proper, for Mothers can have the best influence with their children,"
Aurelia recounted.

"I asked Mrs. R. if she was willing to take the responsibility
and labor on herself of presiding over rhe children of that settlement,
provided the Bishop of the 'Ward sanctioned the movemenr,"
remembered Eliza Snow. 77



"S7hen asked if I would lead out in this movemenr I felt that I
could not refuse," said Aurelia Rogers.t

Eliza R. Snow, expert by this time in Church administrative
procedures, knew that priesthood autho ization was critical. After
she had written to Bishop Hess and received his permission, hearty
aPProval, and blessing, Sister Snow "informed Mrs. Rogers that she
might consider herself authori zed to proceed, and organi ze in
Farmington."e Securing the approbation ofJohn Taylor, President of
the Council of the Twelve and presidirg officer of the Church at the
time, Sister Snow proceeded to spread the movement to orher wards
throughout the territory, publicly announcing 1t August 1878 that
the sisters planned "to inaugura te ? system of Primary Associations"
for "disciplining, educatitg and spiritu ally cultivating children."z

Sister Rogers was the first to organize, gatherirg Farmingron

Parents together on 11 August 1878 two weeks before she convened
their children for the first Primary. In Ogden, or 16 Augusr 1878,
three hundred children attended a meeting with their parenrs and
enrolled in a Primary Association for that place. On 14 September
1878 Sister Snow organized a Prima,ry in Salt Lake City's Eleventh
N7ard, and a week later three more Primary presidencies were
sustained in the Salt Lake Stake, Relief Sociery sisters aiding in the
work of orgtnizing.

The Primary Association had been born. It came to be toward
the end of a century during which Americans had shown new
concern for children through emphasis on medicel ca,re for children,
the enactment of child labor laws, and the establishment of
children's aid societies and institutions for deaf and blind children.
Most importantly for Mormon women, it came at the end of z
decade when they had proven their ability ro organize and work
collectively as sisters. They were ez'ger to take on the task of
collective motherhood and to extend their nurturing outside the
home into the church community. In this regard their concerns
paralleled the "social housekeepirg" efforts of their American
counterparts. The foundirg of the Primary Association represented
the conviction of Mormon women that they were best able to teach
Zion's children, both within and outside of the home.

Though nineteenth-century Mormon Sunday Schools had
focused on the teachin g of children and though many Mormon78



women had been involved in the work, the Sunday School was male
dominated, George Q. Cannon having been named general
superintendent in 1867. The Primav, oo the orher hand, was

conceived and controlled by women. Eliza R. Snow explained in
1880 that women themselves could organize Primaries without
priesthood assistance, even though priesthood approval was
requisite.8 From the beginnirg Sister Snow intended to make the
Primary curriculum separate from that of the Sunday Schools. \fhile
the Deseret Sunday School Union published a first and second Book

fo, Our Little Frimds in 1879 and 1880, Qaestions and Answers on the

Life and Mission 0f the Prophet Joseph Smith in 1882, and the Deseret

Sunday School Music Book in 1884, Elizz Snow published her own
counterparts for the Primary: Childrm's Pimd.ry Hymn Book in 1880

and the accompanying Childrm's Primaryt Tune Book in 188L, Bible

Questions and Answers for Childrat in 1881, and Primary Speakers,

numbers one and two, in 1882.

Sisters attempted to involve children as much as possible in
weekly Primary meetings. Boys and girls echoed catechisms, recited
poems, dram attzed dialogues. Some even kept minutes and collected
money. lYornAn's Exponmr editor Emmeline B. \7ells, speaking to
those who considered Primaries unnecessary, declared that they "met
a want that was not filled in the Sunday Schools. In these meetings
the very young could express themselves to each other," she said,

"the little ones feeling that these were their own meetings."n During
the 1880s sisters taught children to express themselves through the
same means that women had come to know well. In the 1870s

I atter-d^y Saint women had learned the art of public speaking and,
not surprisingly, through the next decade they were concerned with
their children's ability to speak extemporaneously and express their
feelings regarding their organi zztion In Goshen the little Saints had

their own manuscript newspaper, "The Morning Star." Mormon
women's deep involvement in home industry was likewise made

manifest through Prima ry fairs-displays of children's handiwork
includitg quilts, embroidery, wool and paper flowers, stockings,
braided rugs, nutrneg gr ters, ladders, h^y racks, drawings, whipr,
and nose sacks, in addition to foodstuffs.

This handwork was not taught in nineteenth-century Primaries

(though it was in later years), but simply reflected the work that 7g



most children did at home. Displaying the products of children,s
home industry was one way to praise children for their economic
contribution to the Kingdom, in much the same way that the sisters
were being praised for their involvement in home industries and
commission stores. Fairs and entertainments made money for the
Primaries that needed to purchase books and wanted to contribute to
meetinghouses, libraries, temples, the emigration fund, and the
Deseret Hospital. Some Primaries collected Sunday eggs and gleaned
and stored grain, activiries common for local Relief Societies.

If Primary meetings reflected the interests of the sisters, they
also reflected the fact that children had interesrs orher than those of
their mothers. Reports from the 1880s indicare that artendance
averaged about half the number of children enrolled. The sisters,

who had decided that they could most effectively discipline
recalcitrant Mormon children, faced the reality of controlling from
thirty or forty to over a 'hundred children. The little Saints were not
divided into class groups; the three-member Primary presidency
worked alone with a congregation composed entirely of children. In
December 1880 members of the Salt Lake City Eighth \7ard Relief
Society were "exhorted to attend the children's primary and try and
help Sister Fletcher keep the little ones quier." That same year the
Primary president of the Seventeenth '$7ard decided that maintaining
order and interest was too much for the presidency and that ,,if the
mothers could not take an interest in it, she felt it too much of a
task, and wished to resign the position." \Tithin a monrh she was
released and both of her counselors resigned.to Primary reporrers to
the Voman's Exponnt, however, were much more apt to report on
the orderliness of Primary children and their sweet affection for their
leaders, who received from the children everything from flower
bouquets and scriptures to locks of children's hair woven into
memorial Primary wreaths.

The Primary Association, like the Church itself, experienced an
era of transition through the 1890s. Upon the death of Eliza R.
Snow in 1887 louie B. Felt emerged more prominently as the
Primary's general president. Sister Felt had actually been called and
set apart for the position in 1880, but Sister Snow's repuration as the
"presidentess" of the women's organizations of the Church and her

80 particular interest in children and Primary had made zny mtjor



administrative involvement of Louie Felt unnecessary. Apparently
Louie had benefited from Elizts coachiog, and one co-worker noted
that the death of the older, more experienced woman was a rea.l loss
to the younger woman (thirty-seven years of age) now called upon
to direct the organi zatlon in its second decade.

Louie Bouton Felt had not enjoyed the same close association
with leading brethren that had marked the rwenty -yer
administration of Elizl- Snow. Louie had grown up in the Church,
but far removed from its Salt Lake City headquarters. For years after
their baptism the Bouton family had remained in Norwalk,
Connecticut, finally coming to Utah in 1966. Louie had married

Joseph H. Felt a few months following their arrival. After some hard
years in the Muddy Mission the Felts had settled in Salt Lake City's
Eleventh \Ward, where Louie had served 

^s 
L Sunday School teacher

and ward Primary President and held positions in the ward and stake
Young Ladies' Mutual Improvement Association. But even had
Louie Felt known well the leading brethren of the Church, she
assumed the full weight of her position during an era rhat made
them unavailable for substantial guidance and counsel. The
Edmunds-Tucker Law, enacted in 1887, strengthened legal provisions
for prosecuting Polygamists. John Taylor died in hiding in 1887; and
shortly after an aPPearanc e a,t October conference in 1887 \Tilford
\woodruf[ new head of the Church, likewise left for the
underground. Louie herself traveled to the eastern states on rwo
occasions so that her husband could avoid prosecurion as a
polygamist.

As President \Woodruff issued the Manifesto in 1890 and the
dust stirred by the raid settled, Louie Felt attempted ro sound a more
certain trumPet for ward and stake Primary leaders who for several
years had run their local Programs without central leadership. An
annual conference of Primary workers was introduced in 1889, and,
when the second such convened in October 1890, President Felt
reiterated the need for sisters "to attend to the spiritual education of
our children." The Free Public School Act passed by the Utah
Territorial Legislature in February 1890 forbade the inclusion of
Latter -d^y Saint doctrine in the secular curriculum of public schools,
and President Felt and others sensed that the work of the Primaries
must take on new importance. 81



As keenly as sisters felt their responsibility to fill the need for
religious education-met for many yeurs through the incorporation
of Mormon theology in public school curriculum-Church leaders

did not turn to the Primary org?nrza:tion to fill that need. Rather,

under priesthood leadership through the LDS General Board of
Education they established separate weekday religion classes,

theological classes for children of elem enta,ry school 
"ge 

to be held at

the end of the school day.tt The choice to inaugurate a new program
(and thus introduce an overlap of function that became obvious in
later years) m y indicate that President Felt was not in close

communication with the presidirg brethren and / or that she and the

women's program for children had not yet won their confidence.

Certainly, in 1890, in spite of Louie's desire to issu e a, clarion call,

both she and the program were floundering.
Primary curriculum was not to change substantially until the

turn of the century. The books Eliza R. Snow had written for the
Primaries were reissued through the 1890s and the Primary fairs

continued, but local associations were alrcady casting about for new

curriculum. One of six general board members commented, after
visiting ward Primaries, that'"the work in some associations

appeared to be growing monotonous."t2 Some Primaries had already

moved toward different subject matter. The Box Elder Stake proudly
reported in 1894 that they had taken up the study of Joseph Smith
and natural history. As early as 1893, stake officers meetirg together
requested that the Primary publish a magazine, but the First
Presidency told the women "to give up all idea of a paper for the

present."lr The general board did suggest new books for Primary use,

most notably the "Primary Helper" compilations by \Tilliam A.
Morton, but these did not begin to satisfy the need for a stronger,
more unified program. Added to the curriculum crisis, the sisters

faced a credibility crisis. One stake officer reported that "in many of
the wards the Bishops were not interested" in Primary work, and a

board member commented that "gene rully their [Primary sisters']

labors were not appreciated by the Bishops and Stake authorities."t4
Perhaps for fresh insights and perhaps for relief, Louie Bouton

Felt turned her attention and energies to the Salt Lake City Eleventh

Vard Primary Association, and out of her experience there came the

new direction that would serve the Primary for the next several82



decades. Sister Felt had served as president of the ward organi zation
since September 1878, when Eliza R. Snow had organizedit as the
second Primary Association in the Church, and she had continued
her tenure, with a few short interruptions, in spite of her call as

general president. Eleventh \ward Primary exercises and
entertainments were well known and frequently featured in the
columns of both the lYoman's Exponent and the Juaenile Instructur.
One ward associate recalled that "President Felt was beloved by
officers and children alike. She was continually studying up some
thing that would be of benefit or interesr ro the children."u The
Eleventh \Ward kindergarten represented one such venture into new
ideas.

In L892 the Sunday School began training teachers in new
techniques through a normal traini.g class at the Brigham Young
Academl, and by 1894 they had established some model Sunday
Schools. Perhaps these activities piqued Louie's interest in further
training for herself. In any case, she went after it-nor at the
Brigham Young Academy in Provo, but at the First Congregational
Church in Salt Lake City. There Alice Chapin -a teacher trained in
Boston by Elizabeth Peabody, the founder of the first Ameri c?n
kindergarten -had oPened a training school for kindergarren teachers
as well as a model kindergarten. Since the 1880s the kindergarten
movement had been gaining popularity among various Jewish and
Christian women in Utah. American kindergartens were popularly
concerned with the moral culture of young children, so classes were
often sPonsored by churches and usually held in connection with
classes for mothers.

Attendi.g the class with Louie was her close personal friend
and ward Primary counselor and general board secreta,ry, Mry
Anderson. \what the rwo learned from Alice chapin they
inaugurated together in the private kindergarren they established
within the Eleventh \7ard. The class consisted of thirry-one children
ranging from three to six years of zge. The Felt-Anderson
kindergarten experiment ran for two years; May Anderson then
continued the work on her own for an additional rwo years.

The effect of the kindergarten class was immediately epparenr
in the grading of the Eleventh \Ward Prim 

^ry. 
Utah schools had

begun grading students early in the 1870s and the Sunday School



had followed suit: by 1.883 the Salt Lake City Fifteenth \7ard Sunday

&hool boasted some thirty-six classes. The Primary program had

never required a graded system, since for the most part meetings had

consisted of poems, songs, recitations, dnmatizztions, and

catechisms. But exPosure to a new curriculum for the child-one
that included gre:rter activity and more opportunity for the

individual child to discover and participate-convinced Sisters Felt

and Anderson that a graded system offered more opportunities for
children of all ages. Consequently, in 1896 they called in young

women to serve as aides and divided the children in the ward

Primary into three classes according to age and placed them in
sePafate rooms.

Convinced that the Eleventh \Vard Primary could serve as a

model for locd wards, the Primary general board immediately

recommended that all ward Primaries be graded as the first step

toward implementing a stronger Primary curriculum. Then, as the

new century approached, Louie B. Felt confidently shared with
lYoman's Exponmt readers her vision of a new education for Zion's
children:

Ve have much to be grateful for to Pestalozzi and Froebel and
many others who have filled our own and our children's lives with
pleasures and experiences of object lessons, and the Kindergarten. . . .

And as the care of children is woman's special charge, the new
cenrury will see much advancement and many things which today are

in the experimental stage will be proven and tested, and whatever is
unworthy will be cast out.16

The trumpet may have had a more certain sound, but the

troops were in disarray: some had moved forward; others had fallen

back. The Primary in Salt Lake City's Fifteenth \7ard had

coordinated two grades almost e yez;r before the Primary officially
announced the change in grouping format. By 1900 that ward was

following a regular program of opening exercises followed by

separation into three classes: one dealing with the life of Christ,

another with the Old Testament, and the third with the life of

Joseph Smith. An officer representing the Panguitch Stake, on the

other hand, reported in April 1896 that the Primaries there had not

84 been graded "because it was not understood, [and she] desired to get



some information on the subject."rz There was no official line of
communication from general to ward level, except for limited visits
by the presidency and six general board members and an annual
conference for stake officers. The Primary was the only Church
auxiliary without a regular publication. \Whereas a decade earlier
Relief Societies, Y\fMIAs, and Primaries had been inseparably
connected, now these auxiliaries, as well as the YMMIA and the
Sunday School, were increasing in autonomy. Prim ary programs were
no longer an offshoot of Relief Soci.ry programs; and the Primary
was badly in need of z me?ns by which to make its own statement of
identity.

That oPPortunity came in LSOI when at long last the Primary
general board was given approval to publish its own monthly
bulletin for teachers, the first issue of which appeared in January
L9o2 as the Childrsn's Friend, Approval was not gr?nted for funding,
however, and Sister Felt pledged her house as coll aterel on the sisrers'
dream. Now the grading process could be clearly understood by all
as the lessons for three grades were set forth. Early lessons dealt with
biblical and Church history topics, but the old catechisms were gone
and in their place came stories and thought questions. In 1906 more
than fifry percent of the sixty-four hundred Primary officers
subscribed to the Children's Friand}'

By the time the Primary Association embarked upon its fourth
decade in 1909, the Children's Friend contained lessons for five grades
in addition to providing sections within the ma,g zine for girls, boys,

Parints, and'officers. That same yar priesthood advisers were
appointed to work with the Primary gen eruI board, whose
membership had increased to twenty-four. Regular visits of these
sisters to stakes were financed through a nickel fund collected
annually from children and officers in local wards. Such evidences of
organizmional vitality had a minimal effect upon the little Saints,
however: 73.6 percent of Latter-d^y Saint children were enrolled in
the Primary program in 1909, and 475 percent of those enrolled
attended-about the same percenta,ge as in the 1880s.1q

Nevertheless, over the next few years the commitment of Louie
Felt and Mty Anderson to the principles of the progressive education
movement was not without happy effect upon Primary children.
Sister Anderson's work with the Eleventh \il7ard kindergarren had 8t



been followed by four years with kindergarten work at the

University of Utah. She resigned her university position to become

editor of the Cbildrm's Fimd in 19o2, but she took with her the

influence of the great proponents of child-centered education. John
Dewey, G. Stanley Hall, Francis \7. Parker, and Marietta Pierce were

all quoted in the Children's Frimd at one time or another.

Increasingly, the megzzine focused upon building a meaningful

educational experience for the child by making interest the motive

for his work, by using teachers as guides rather than as masters, by

giving attention to the child's physical development, and by

emphasizing the need for cooperation between school and home.

In 1,913 the Primary introduced a new curriculum
conspicuously rooted in the progressive philosophy. The four weekly

meetings during the month were designated respectively lesson hour,

story hour, busy hour, and social hour. Lessons for the former

continued to be based on gospel topics with scriptural substance. For

the second hour, stories and storybooks such zs Ton Broan's School

Days, Little Lord Fauntleroy, end Little Vomm were selected to

develop the child's taste for good literature and sharpen his ability to

choose between good and evil. Acquainting boys and girls with
everyday skills was the puqpose of the busy hour, and every fourth

week found classes spring cleaning, washing dishes, chopping

kindling, and making everything from beds and curtains to

cardboard boxes. The social hour provided time for marches, games,

and folk dances; but little Saints playing "Catch the Cane" and

"Going to Jerusalem" were not to be allowed to get out of order. By

the end of r9r; the percentage of children enrolled in Primary had

not changed, but attendance had risen to sixty-three Percent.2.
\7hile the use of this plan of distinctive "hours" did not last

many yerrs, the interest in the movement for progressive education

determined the thrust of the Primary for decades to come. Classes

changed and separate programs were introduced for boys (Trail

Builders) and girls (Homemakers). Handwork and play remained

ess€ntial asPects of the Primary Progrem. As late rc I94O general

board member Marion Belnap Kerr-who had herself studied with

John Dewey-wrote an article for the Childrm's Friefid entitled

86 "Iraming through Activity."



The Primary's inrerest in the worrd's philosophy of education
reflected alarger movement among Latter-iay Saints away from the
Kingdom-building separatist attitude of rhe nineteenth ..rrrrry
toward greater involvement in the political, social, and economic life
of the united States. During Louie Fert's administration primary
workers were influenced by other aspects of American
progressivism-particularly the emphasis on social reform. In an
article prepared for the American Red Cross in l92l,a general board
member described the primary Association as',an association
perfected for the purpose of assisting in the spiritual, ethical,
economical, and physical betterment of children" which ,,fosters

state and community child welfare movements,, and ..suppo.rts 
and

helps to promote legislative movements ro secure enactment and
enforcement of proper educational and health laws.,, The article
explained that the 6oJw children enrolled received weekly morar
and religious instruction and were .,taughr ro express ideals by
merns of handwork, d,ramatizttion, games ana folk dances.,, The
handwork-"thousands of articles, made rargery from old materials,,-
reportedly taught moral lessons, encourageJ creative genius, and
developed economy and thrift. primary handwork hal been funnered
into the war effort of tgtl and tgtg; during that time primary
sisters and little saints had made and donated approximarely L'2o,N0
articles to the Red cross. At other times the handwork was sold in
annual fairs and bazezrs, the proceeds helping to finance local
associations and to support the primary's major social welfare
project: the care of crippled children, "gratis regardless of creed.,,
The l92r report indicated that through such donations the primary
maintained a children's ward in Salt Lake City,s Groves LDS
Hospital (a project then in its tenth year) and that thanks to this
source of funding ararge convarescent home and day nursery in the
city was near completion (a facility which opened in t922).'In
addition, the article reported, the primary ,,is active in and gives
finan-cial suppot to [the] Social \Zelfare League of Salt Lake City,
also free clinic and free milk stations," and ,,seeks the further
establishment of more and better playground facilities.,,2r

By the time seventy-five-year-old Louie B. Fert resigned from
the presidency in 1925, the Primary Association *"r rroforrger the
fumbling organization that she had first undertaken to leadlbut an 87 i
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organi zation of considerable stature within the Church and the

communiry. Like other Ameri czn women who led out in "social

housekeeping" activities at the end of the nineteenth centurf,
Mormon women learned, as they extended their influence beyond

their homes into the Church and community sector, that their

programs were more effective when integrated into existing, usu a,lly

male-administered-and in the case of the Church, priesthood-

administered-systems. In the L)20s, as priesthood and auxiliary

leaders worked to correlate Church Prograffis, the Primary

Association emerged with fiscal and administrative resPonsibility for

the same program of education, activity, and child welfare that Louie

Felt and Mry Anderson had nurtured so carefully for three decades.
\When Mry Anderson was sustained as general Primary

president in 1926 she was already thirty-five years into her Primary

career. A Scottish lassie who had arrived in Salt Lake City in 1883,

Mry had quickly developed a close person al relationship with Louie

B. Felt. In 1890 Mry Anderson was sustained as secretary to the

Primary general board, ald the next fifty years of her life were given

over to this work. Free of the responsibilities of husband and family,

Mry worked full-time in the Primary office, one of few salaried

workers there. Louie Felt and Mry Anderson (so inseparable that

they were once called the David and Jonathan of the Primary) had

done their innovating in the first rwo decades of the rwentieth

century. The fifteen-yelr term of President Anderson-or

Superintendent Anderson, tS she chose to be called-was

characterized by the institutionali za,tion of the Primary Program she

had partnered building.
The first handbook for Prima ry officers and teachers was

published by the general superintendency and board in L930.

Practical religion, ethics, economics (handwork) , pla'y, and sociology

(social life) were canonized as the Primary's official field of activity.

Stages of t child's development were carefully catalogued and the

need for corresponding Lge-group divisions emphasized. The Seagull

program for twelve- and thirteen-year-old girls had been introduced

in L922, followed in I92t by 
^ 

program for boys ages nine through

eleven. "The Trail Builders song came new to us that yu,r," Salt

Lake City's rU7ilford \Ward recorded. "All boys in the Trail Builder

classes were in one group end . . . the boys began to make their88



treasure chests."zz The Bluebird girls (named for Maurice
Maeterlinck's symbol of happiness) were organized in 1926. By the
time the handbook was published, the old five-grade pro gram had
been expanded into twelve classes to which the general board had
attached not only names but colors, mottoes, symbols, and uniforms.
Elaborate operettas and drama tizztions were suggested as activities
which incorporated several Prim ary concerns. One sister recalled

these as glorious occasions for children and parents when

costumed children presented well prepared dances. Artificial flowers
decorated the halls and there was always 

^ 
m y pole. . . .

"Grandmother's Old-Fashioned Garden," "The Land of Happy
Hearts," "Come to Health Land" were some of the productions.zr

The Primary, however, was not the only Church agency rhar
had gained in size and stature during the early years of the rwenrierh
century. Other Church auxiliaries were likewise expanding; and the
vying of these growing institutions one against another was
inevitable, since many of their interests and responsibilities were
beginnitg to overlap. Superintendent Anderson was called upon ro
battle for the Primary pro gra;m-and with all the conviction of a

thirty-five-year Primary veteran, battle she did. To the office of the
Primary presidency she brought a reputation for bluntness. One co-
worker, who had expected to encounter a "dic ta;torial and unbending
'old maid'" when she met Mry Anderson, instead discovered her to
be a woman "whose first thought was always for the welfare of the
children of the Church," regardless of the inconvenience or difficulty
she might cause parents, teachers, and other associates.24 A look at '

Sister Anderson in her fighting posture provides a glimpse of
Primary women defending their role as the appropriate teachers of
Zton's children.

In May |g2gJoseph F. Merrill, commissioner of LDS
education, proposed that the overlap between the course work of the
weekday Religion Classes and the weekd zy Primury classes could be

avoided if the Primaries carried out religious instruction for those of
elemen tLry school ?ge only, eliminating the senior religion classes.

Junior seminaries, under the direction of the Church department of
education, would see to the religious instruction of students of
junior high school 

"Be, 
eliminating the Primary's instruction for 8g



gids twelve to fourteen. May Anderson's response centered around

the Primary's concern for its ten thousand Seagull gids: "\7e are

well equipped to continue to give these girls religious instruction

and to provide for them such social activities as ere necessary and

suitable."2: The result of the clash was that the junior seminaries

were to give the girls their religious instruction while the Primaries

were to provide their activities. In 1934 the responsibility for these

older girls was given to the Y'S7MIA, a proposal to which May

Anderson first obiected but later supported as the decision of the

Brethren.

Medical care for children became another area in which the

interests of the Primary Association were in conflict with those of
other Church organizations. In 1922 the Primary began providing

convalescent care for children in e large, twenty-five-bed home

located nofth of Temple Square in Salt Lake City. \Tithin a short

time the professional medical staff at. the home began to perform

minor surgery there, and it came to be known as the Primary

Children's Convalescent Hospital. Little Saints had already begun

marching to the tune of a "penny parade" so that their contributions

could help needy, afflicted children. In 1932 three LDS hospitals-in

Salt Lake City, Ogden, and Idaho Falls-suggested that all children

who were surgical patients should be sent to the LDS hospital in

Salt Lake City. Again, Sister Anderson argued against the proposal

on the grounds that it would be detrimental to the children. She

declared that the Primary Association had moved from its ward in
Groves LDS Hospital "because of the inability of this institution to

give the service required for such children." She argued that the First

Presidency, recognizing some virtue in the sisters' request for a

separate facility for children, had "generously allowed the Primary

general board use of the building now known as the LDS Children's

Hospital." Besides, she maintained, it would be more economical if
children's surgery were performed at the children's hospital. "In our

Children's Hospital there is opportunity for Sunday School, Primary,

Day School, moving pictures, play and playthings, Pets, outdoor

where there is plenty of freedom for games, noise, etc. In short, it is
and should be more so a combination of hospital, home, school and

Church." The Presiding Bishopric deferred to May Anderson on

90 economic grounds; but the LDS hospital later atranged to do surgery



as cheaply as the children's hospital, so rhe young surgical padents
were sent theretntil the Primary completed e new children's
hospital in l952.ze

Further study of stake and ward primary leaders may indicate
that they experienced a similar conflict of auxiliary interests.
Evidence suggests, however, that local leaders were more anxious to
eliminate some parts of the Primary program than to defend the
elaborate whole. In the monrhs preceding her release at rhe close of
1939,May Anderson pled with her board to move toward
"modification and simplification rather than eliminarion" of certain
activities. But when stake Primary superintendents were polled in
the early monrhs of t94o, nearly half of them affirmed thar .,too

much material was planned."zr
The institution flowered and bore impressive fruit during Sister

Anderson's administration, but rhe task of pruning fell to her
successor. A sharp contrast to May Anderson, May Green Hinckley
had no Primary experience when she was sustained as primary
general president in I94o. Office manager, missionary, and for twelve
years president of the Granite Stake YIUZMIA, Sister Hinckley had
just returned from the Northern States Mission with her husband
Bryant S. Hinckley when President HeberJ. Grant called her to
preside over the Primary.

The close personal relationship berween the Hinckleys and
President Grant boded well for this adminisrration, although it was
unfortunately cut short by Sister Hinckley's death in 1943. Her three
years as Primary president, however, were marked by more
conspicuous cooperation benveen Primary and priesthood leaders. A
chart in the 1942 handbook, for example, emphasized that ward,
stake, and general Primary leaders served the child under the
direction of bishoprics, stake presidencies, and General Aurhorities.
Further, bishops and Primary leaders were insrructed to work
together closely in preparing Primary's eleven-year-old Trailbuilder
Guides to receive the Aaronic Priesthood at age rwelve. An
expanded ward Primary conference replaced the traditionally
elaborate spring festival, becoming the new culmination of ya,rly
Primary activities. "Irisure activities including music, literature
(poetry, stories, dramas), arts and crafts, play games and dances,"
which had previously taken two of every four Primary meetings, 9l



first counselor in the new general presidency of the primary
Association.

Assigned to work with the Aildren,s Friend,sister Howells
immediately began infusing its pages with more of the children. A
"\(/hat is Your Hobby?" section featured the correspondence of littre
Saints such as Guena Vere Allen, age Lo, of Circleviile, Utah, who
described her hobby of collecting advertisements. Through the 1940s
other Mormon children wrote to say that they loved to iead, play
hopscotch, raise pigeons and rabbits, ride horses, and collect
everything from stamps and dofls to animal ornamenrs. Their poems,
stories, and artwork were soon published in the ,,Our young
\Triters and Artists" section, and incidents and excerpts frori their
family histories appeared in ,,Diaries of Long Ago.,, ihe magazine
even provided space for little Saints to retell favorite Bible st-ories in
their own words. So did zion's children become visibre in the
monthly magezine thar came through the mail with a two_cenr
stamp pasted never very neatly on the back. Beginning in 1946, a
weekly radio broadcast and later a television program leatrrred
Primary children and dramatized stories from the cbildrm's Fimd.
Both were instituted by president Adele Cannon Howells.

"V.ry generous, and very gracious,'was the description one of
her cohorrs offered of Sister Howells.ro A continued close
relationship with President HeberJ. Grant was punctuated with her
frequent hand-delivered gifts, to him and others, of homemade
bread She also sponsored luncheon meetings for primary stake
presidents and their boards. primary priesthood advisers and generar
board members were regularly hosted at her northem utah ranch.
\Therever possible, it seems, she funneled the amenities of her own
affluenr life (including the assistance of a reliable housekeeper) into
her Primary callings. And she encouraged each little Saint to
similarly touch the Church and community through a gift of self.
The nickels of Primarychildren paid for murals i'the idaho Tempre
baptismal font painted by prominent artist Lee Greene Richards.
(Sister Howells herself commissioned Arnold Friberg,s renowned
Book of Mormon scenes, which appeared in the cbildren's Frimd in
1952.) Following \zorld '$far II she volunteered primary officers
and children to help provide aid to European saints. sisiers prepared
baby layettes and little saints contributeJ toys and clothing ..o.rgl, 93



ro fill thirty-five hundred boxes. $7ith her encouragement ward

Prirnaries throughout the Church planted trees on Church grounds

and in city parks during Utah's 1947 pioneer centennial. Many of
these same Primary children, invited by Sister Howells to contribute

a dime ro "buy a brick," raised nearly $zO,Oo0 toward a new Primary

Children's Hospital. Anorher $tzo,o0O was raised under the direction

of Sister Howells and her board as one thousand silver dollars

contributed by President Hebe r J. Grant in L938 were individually

sold ro enrhusiastic donors. Most of Sister Howells's innovations

were short-term proiects with lasting effects not so rnuch upon the

Primary pro grum as upon the children themselves; but the new

hospital, dedicated in April t9>z a, yea;r after the death of Adele

Howells, was long-lived.

"\ile'll never fill this hospit zI," said LaVern Parml.y, as she

helped transfer wide-eyed little patients from the old convalescent

home to rheir beautiful new rooms and beds at the Primary

Children's Hospital"tt By 1966, however, she had overseen the

addition of a floor to the east wing and the building of a whole new

wing to the wesr. Having served for nearly ten years as ? counselor

firsr to Sister Hinckley and then to Sister Howells, LaVern \fatts
Parmley was called as general Primary president in May 191L. At that

time Lr7,223 children were under her direction. Two decades later

she was still serving, but the number of Primary children had nearly

tripled. The growrh of the hospital was indicative of the growth of

the Primary and, indeed, of the Church itself.

LaVern \fatts grew up in Murray, Utah, on her father's farm.

There she weeded beets, played ball with her eight brothers, and

found privacy in the apple orchard with a salt shaker and a good

book. After six years of school-teachitg she married Thomas J.

Parmley in L923 and,when he had completed his doctoral work at

Cornell University in 1927, they settled permanently in Salt Lake

City. \fith three children of her own still underfoot Sister Parmley

was called to the Bonneville Stake Primary board. Trail Builder boys

aged nine, ren, and eleven became her specialty. She was sought out

by Sister Hinckley to help revise the boys' program and was then

called to the general board in 1940.

The program for boys continued to receive Sister Parmley's

special consideration throughout her presidency. In fact, when she94



standardized administrative assignments for three-member primary
presidencies on gen eril, stake, and ward levels, she apportioned the
boys' Program to Prim 

^ry 
presidenrs. The work had expanded

enough to demand the increased attention. The Young Men,s
Mutual Improvement Association had effilieted with the Boy Scours
of America in I9L3; and in L9tj, somerime afrcr the Scouti ng a,ge
was lowered from rwelve to eleven, the First Presidency asked
Primary leaders to assume responsibility for the eleven-year-old
Scouts. The sisters reworked their program to fill both priesthood
PreParation and Scouting needs and in doing so became the nation's
first female Scout patrol leaders. Sister Parmley herself evenru ally
became one of the first women to serve on national Scouting
committees and to receive the Silver Buffalo, the highest Scouting
award and one previously reserved for men. At the same time the
Primary was asked to sPonsor Cub Scouting in ward neighborhoods.

The Scouting Program was not easily incoqporated into the
growing number of foreigt Primaries. Special mission lessons,
instituted during the 1930s wh.en the primary pro gram first made its
w2y into the missions, had been eliminated in favor of the regular
curriculum as more and more missions became stakes. Now the
regular Primary curriculum had to be made to accommodate
international needs. Sister Parmley recalled visirin g wa,rds and stakes
in the western United States where men asked her *hy the
traditional Trail Builder song had been changed. "$Zhen the Church
started going abroad," she said, "no boys our there wanted to sing,
'Out \fest where the sunsets glow,/S7here the brooks flow down
like silver/From the heights of the virgin snow.' And so we had to
change our song."lz

Internationalizetion demanded a simpler and more consolidated
Program from Church headquafters. The movemenr toward
"priesthood correlarion" during the 1960s emphasized the auxiliary
status of the Primary and other Church organizations. Under the
direction of the presiditg priesthood-that is, the First presidency
and the Quorum of Twelve Apostles-auxiliaries were to help carry
out a coordinated Church program for adulrs, youth, and children.
At the end of t 970 the Primary published its last issue of the
Children's Friend; the Church rnagezine for children, the Friend, 9'



appeared in 197I. By l97l the Primary curriculum, once prepared

and published by the general board, had been replaced with a

"correlated program for the childrer," to be in part administered and

taught by Pri m ry sisters. As a further indication of growth, when

Sister Parmley had first entered the Primary Presidency in the L94Os

she had been able to have personal contact with all L47 stake

Primary leaders; by the time she was released in L974 the Primary

presidency and general board were able to visit only 30 of the

Church's 273 regions (comprised of two or more stakes).

The consolidation of Prim Lry programs into a brcader Church

plan culminated with the announcement in September I97 4 of the

sale of the Primary Children's Hospital to a private health

co{porarion. Though the hospital had long taken pride in its ability

ro seffe children from outside Utah and the United States, the

presiding Brethren had determined that it and the fourteen other

Church-owned and -operated hospitals in the intermountain region

did not furnish adequate health ca,re to worldwide Church

membership. Monies such as those collected in the annual Prim ?ry

Penny Parade would thenceforth be funneled into local hospit a.l czre

and health education throughout the Church's wards, stakes, and

missions. "\(/hen I think of the hours and the service . . . and the

interest that I've had in these children that have been there . . . I
have the feeling that I have lost something that is very, veV precious

to me," Sister Parmley commented after the announcement of the

hospital's sale. But, she added, "if that's the decision of the Church

then of course I suppo rt it."33

Much that was precious-even central-to the work of Primary

sisters was not removed in the wake of correlation. \When Naomi

Maxfield Shumway was called as sixth general president of the

Primary in I97 4, sisters and little Saints continued to gather for a

weekday program of songs and lessons that was not markedly

different from that of preceding years. A quiet, unassuming woman,

described by her associates as "almost regal," Sister Shumwly took in

hand a program in which she was well experienced, one that was in

her view "essentially the same" as that discussed by Eliza Snow and

Aurelia Rogers ne arly a century earlier. Originally these sisters had

hoped to unire parenrs in training their children in spiritua,l matters.

Now, as rhe Primary undertakes a second century, its PurPose still,96



accorditg to Sister Shumway, "is to 'support the parenrs' in helping
their children 'walk uprightly before the Lord. ' "34 However, while in
1878 the Primary shared its interest in Zion's children with only the
Sunday School, in IgTg the Primary Association is paft of t
comPrehensive Church Program for children. Committees for
children's curriculum, music, and the monthly magazine (the
Fiend) ; curriculum for handicapped children; parenting lessons for
the Melchizedek Priesthood and Relief Society (with supplemen ary
material in the monthly adult magazine, the Ensign); family home
evening lessons for Parents and children -all have been developed ro
build the foundation of Zion's future.

For President Shumway the Primary Association is a vital parr
of this foundation. It has a fully developed program to teach
reverence, it can reach every child regardless of his or her family's
membership or activity in the Church (often Primary children bring
the gospel into their parents'li'ies), and it is flexible ar the local
level where teacher and child interact. "The needs of children are still
the same as they were a hundred years zgo," seys presidenr

Shumway, "even though they might now be met in differenr ways.
Primary is just in more places with more children .,,3,

\il7hat happened to the Primary Association as it grew from
hundreds of children clustered in Utah's valleys to nearly half a
million children scattered worldwid e p"ra,llels the growth of
departments within most large institutions. The movemenr from
experimentation to stan dzrdization of programs, the impact of
current trends, the difficulty of meeting the needs of an increasingly
larger and more varied population, and the srruggle to increase
accordingly rather than to lose responsibilities and influence are nor
unique to the history of the Primary. More distinctive has been the
long-term commitment of Prim 

^ry 
sisters ar eve ry organizatronal

level to interPret the gospel and the Church for children, and their
concomitant concern with inteqpreting the children's needs to
Church leaders and Parents. Though this study has for the mosr perr
focused on the general Prim ary officers, their efforts at
"interpreting ," or teaching and adrninistering, raise some questions
that apply to all Primary workers and associares:

-tVhy have celebrations of the Primary centennial centered
around the grassroots efforts of Aurelia Spencer Rogers? 97



-\What does Louie B. Felt tell us about the effectiveness of z

woman who seeks our her own knowledge of children and then

tempers or pilots Programs accordingly?

-Like Mly Anderson, do women need to take a stand on

programs or policies that they feel may be detrimental to themselves

or those whom they serve, with the view that they are not

obstructionists but faithful stewards with valuable input who will

abide by the final decision of those in authority?

-Are children mosr effectively taught by women who involve

them in what the women themselves zre lezrning? Lexning, for

example, to contribute to the Church economy through man LgLng

its resources well, as did nineteenth-century sisters? Or learning to

extend themselves through personal sacrifice to and involvement in

collective we lfarc efforts such as the Primary Children's Hospi ta,l?

-Does a priesrhood leader-Pri mary leader relationship based on

accessibility and mutual respect (such as that exemplified by Eliza R.

Snow and John Taylor or Adele Cannon Howells and Heber J.

Grant) encour ge a more creative and active stewardship than more

distant priesthood-steward relationships?

-Finally, men have become increasingly involved in planning

for children on the general Church level. If the Primary is to serve as

an auxiliary to the home and a support to parents, to what extent

should wards and stakes involve men as well as women as both

teachers and administrators within the Primary? But such

involvemenr will be another chapter in the history. Certainly the

first hundred years belong to sisters and little Saints-sisters who

have felt their srrength as resources vital to the kingdom and have

raught little Saints ro appreciate their own worth and Potential as

sons and daughters of God.
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The Salt Lake Temple:
A Symbolic Statemenr of Mormon Doctrine

C, Mark Hamilton

Like all religions, Mornzonism has its symbols, Anyone uisiting a
Mornzon neetinghnase with its lack of paintings or other obuious syrnbolic

repraentations might assume that Mormonisrn is generally uoid of outward
representation of that syrnbolisn, Syrnbols abound wen there, howeuer, being

euident in the relationship of the cultural (i,e, recreation) ball to the chapel
and in tbe inclusion 0f a Scout r00rn, a kitchen, and a Junior Sunday
School chapel All of these bespeak a family-centered religion,

Perhaps tbe one place in which Morrnon doctrinal syrnbolism is rnost
euidmt is in tlte construction of tenples built in the late nineteenth and
earfi twentieth centuiel In them one finds lauish rnurals and decoration in
tbe aarious rnonts, symbolic representations such as the all-seeing rye, and
ornate altars, Eaen in the outside configuration and sculpture of the
buildings one finds symbols important to the religion of the Latter-day
Saints,

In the following essdlt Dr, Mark Hamilton, Bigharn Young
Uniaenity architectural historian, has analyzed the symbolism of the
exterior of the Salt Lahe Temple, lVhere the Motmun chapel inuites all to
mter, the temple is a secluded place from which the message of the
restoratinn gnes forth and to which the faithful gather for sacred
instruction. The temple is, in Hanilton's words, a "personal sanctaary
where beaaan and eartb are joined as nne" and the only place in
Monnonism whicb would qualify as sacred space,

Under the guidance of Joseph Smith, rhe early years of
Mormonism constituted a period of doctrinal solidificarion.r This
develoPmental stage was visually expressed in the architectural
motifs of the Kirtland and Nauvoo temples; both buildings were
basically conceived as meetinghouses in the traditional sense of
general assemblage. It was not until the proposal came for the Salt
Lake Temple that an LDS building was designed from the ourset ro
restrict attendance to those who could conform to prescribed
doctrinal standards of the Church. The function of housing general
assemblage was to be relegated to a building designed specifically for
that Purpose, while the Salt Lake Temple was to funcrion 

^s ^ 
sacred

space exclusively. L03



This change from mixed usage to sacred sPace corresponds to
the initiation of the complete temple ceremony. Joseph Smith first

instructed his closest associates in the ordinances of the Aaronic and

Melchizedek priesthoods on 4 May 1842.2 Until that time, the

Nauvoo Temple's basic configuration had changed little from that of
Kirtland's, except for a full basement and half stories above the side

aisles. This indicates that the Prophet did not have a full
understanding of the spatial requirements necessary for the

enactment of the temple ordinances at the time of the release of the

temple plans in the early part of 1841. Otherwise, the plans would

probably have been altered to better facilitate the temple liturgy'
The foundation doctrines of the Church were understood at the

time of Joseph Smith's death where they had not been fully
solidified at the time of the inception of the Nauvoo Temple. Thus

Brigham Young, having the advantage of a complete knowledge of
the temple ordinances and the physical and spatial requirements they

entailed prior to his proposal for the Salt Lake Temple, conceived his

design solely as sacred space. In the October general conference of
1860, President Young called for the building of meetinghouses to

function separately from the temples.

'We have often told you that we want to build a temple [Salt
Iake]. . . . I inform you long before you see the walls reared and the
building completed, that it will be for the purposes of the
priesthood, and not for meeting in it. I should like to see the Temple
built, in which you will see the priesthood in its order and true
organization, each Quorum in its place. If we want alzrger building
than this Tabernacle for public exercises, here is the ground already

planned, and has becn for years. . . . The Temple will be for
indowments-for the organization and instruction of the Priesthood.r

The Salt Lake Temple, because it functioned strictly as a

temple, assumed an added importance in the community. Its sacred

nature and geographical location were integral to the Mormon

doctrine ofgathering, and together they gave it its rank as the

physical symbol of Mormonism. It was so important that "every

pioneer community was located and oriented to the temple [Salt
Iake] as the center of Zion."a

The concept of gathering was reverled to Joseph Smith on 6

1o4 April 1s36 when, in company with Oliver Cowdery, he received



from the hands of Moses the "keys of the gathering of Israel from
the four Parts of the earth and the leading of the ren tribes from the
land of the north."r This doctrine of literal gathering required that
there be a physical place to which people could gather. Missouri was
designated as that place; but due to the Sainrr' .*pulsion from that
state and later from the tempo rLry site of Nauvoo, Salt Lake City
became the alternate place of assemblage.

The Great Basin region was seen as the place of gzthering in
PrePz,rution for the Saints' eventual return to Missouri ro establish
the prophesied New Jerusalem. The Saints' removal to this Lrea, was
no mistake. As early as 18)4,6 the Prophet Joseph spoke of the
Saints' withd rawal to the Rocky Mountains and persisted in this
belief to his martyrdom.T Brigham Young, upon assumirg the
leadership of the Church at Joseph's death, continued in the thought
of establishing his people in the protection of the mountains. Their
direction came from a belief in Isaiah's prophecy of a literal
gatheritg of the Lord's people to the "top of the mounrains."

And it shall come to pass in the last days, that the mountain of
the Lord's house shall be established in the top clf the mounrains, and
shall be exalted above the hills; and all nationi shall flow unto it.

And many people shall go and s^y, Come ye, and let us go up
to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacol; rnd
he will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his pathi; for out of' zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the Lord fror.,
Jerusalem.8

Central to Isaiah's prophecy wes the "house of the God of
Jacob." To Mormons, this refers to the temple, where one is taught
the fulness of the doctrines of Christ and receives the ordinances
nccessa,ry to dwell with God.

Your endowment is to receive all those ordinances in the House of
the Lord, which are nece-ssary for you , zfter you have departed this
life, to enable you to walk back to the presence of the Father, passing
the angels who stand as sentinels, being enabled to give them ilr. k.y
words, the signs and tokens, pertaining to the Holy-Priesthood, and
gain eternal exaltation in spite of eartli and hell.q

It is significant that the Salt Lake Temple was designed from
the outset to function solely in the capacity of sacred space, for it 105



was there that God could dwell within walls dedicated for that
purpose. In the words of Hugh Nibley, "it is now generally

recognized that the earliest temples [Kirtland and Nauvoo] were not
as formerly supposed, dwelling-places of divinity, but rather

meetingplaces at which men at specific times attempted to make

contact with the powers above. . . ." Inteqpretively, the Salt Lake

Temple became as the mountain of ancient times, for "the mountain
itself was originally such a place of contect berween this and the

upper wodd."ro The combined presence of the Temple and the

established headquarters of the Church (with a prophet at its head to
provide continued communication with God) appears to satisry

Isaiah's prophecy. In fact, in reference to Isaiah, the temple has

become more than the physical symbol of Mormonism-it has

become the spiritual ensign to the world.
The siting of the temple on the east-west axis of Temple Square

places it at right angles to the north-south axial movement of this

enclosure. Thus, even when seen at its most picturesque angle, the
temple exerts no compelling outreach to bring one in line with its
entrance nor any visual suggestion to approach the structure. The

sanctuary walls project the feeling of enclosure but do not function
to draw one in. A broader perspective of Temple Square and the Salt

Lake Temple, however, reveals a more comprehensive siting and

symbolic progr:rm that reaches beyond the ten-acre sanctuary. It will
appear that Young selected the temple site with the prophecy of
Isaiah in mind.

The geographical location of Salt Lake City fulfills Isaiah's

requirements for "mountain" in two translations, the first being
literal and plural and the second figurative and singular. The literal
can be represented by the adjoining \Tasatch and Oquirrh mountain
ranges that reach out to draw in those who have sought the security

of the Salt Lake Valley with its temple. (The temple itself, of course,

is the "mountain" in the figurative sense.) rVhether in fulfillment of
prophecy or by coincidence, the assemblzge of the natural with the
man-made has created an appropriate place for the gathering spoken

of by Isaiah."
Once vectored to the temple and within the protective walls of

Temple Square, the individual is removed from the external

106 environment of the real world to one of seclusion. The picturesque



view of the temple is not coincidental, as might be the scenographic
layout of the Salt Lake Valley. Brigham young saw the temple as

the place from which the "law shall go forrh" and as the
compendium of Mormon belief. In the original plans he made
provisions for the temple to incoqporate numerous symbols that
functioned with medieval complexity to speak of the order of God,
Christ, the restoration of his gospel, man's relationship to him, and
the proclamation to the wodd of his reality. president young's
theological statemenr was all-encompassing when compared to
Joseph Smith's embryo program of moon-stones, sun-stones, and
star-stones on the Nauvoo Temple.

Though Young demonstrated a keen interest in astronomy and
went so far as to have an observatory built atop his Beehive House,
he was probably not solely responsible for the complexity of the
temple's iconographic program. The individual most capable of such
a theological statement was Orson Pratt (1811-1S81). He was a

professor of astronomy at the University of Nauvoor2 and later at the
University of Deseret (now the University of Utah) in Salt Lake
City.ti He was competent not only in astronomy but also in other
areas, including Hebrew.ra On 11 November 1850 he received
international recognition in advanced mathematics for his analytical
discovery of the law governing planetary rotation. He published his
first book on mathematics, Pratt's Cubic and Bi-euadratic Eqaations,
in 1866 while in England, and the distinguished astronomer Richard
A. Proctor said of Pratt that he was one of the four ,,real

mathematicians in rhe wodd." In England again during Ig79, he
published the authoritative work Kq to the (Jniaerse, along with his
discovery of what he believed was rhe date for the orgznization of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints recorded in the
chronology of the floor lines in the Grand Gallery of the Great
Pyramid of Gizeh.':

The Saints knew of his brilliance in astronomy through a series
of rwelve open lectures which he gave on thar subject during the
winter and spring of tgtt-52.t6 He held similar lectures in the early
part of 1871. His later discourses attracted such large crowds that
they were held in the Tabernacle.rT A member of the Council of
Twelve Apostles, he devoted most of his time to the Church. \When

not on one of his seven missions to England and Europe or one of at IO7



least another eleven in the United States, he spent his time attending

to his studies.r8 In L869,an astronomical observatory of wood and

adobe was constructed specifically for him on the southeast comer of
the Temple Block; fittingly, it faced the southeast corner of the

temple. It was equipped with the instruments he had brought from
Nauvoo and those supplied by the United States Government so

that he could make more accurate observations and measurements.re

To date, there are no recorded accounts of shared knowledge

between Young and Pratt over the symbolism of the temple, even

though they often discussed doctrinal matters. It is safe to conclude,

however, that President Young was aware of Pratt's investigations

and their eternal implications. It is important to note that Pratt had

completed his lecture series just before the first temple plans

appeared in 18i3 and that a brief text of the contents of the lecture

was published in the Deseret Nars a year later while the temple plans

were still in preparation. In 1874, architect Truman O. Angell, Sr.,

spoke of the symbols and defined some of their meanings.zo This

ceme on the heels of Pratt's 1871 lectures, which were printed in full
in the Deseret Nals of thet ye:,r.zt Orson Pratt's appointment as

Church historian in 1874 brought him even closer to the office and

effilrs of the Church.
There wes never a time in the history of the Church when its

members were so well informed on matters of astronomy. At the

same time, there was never a people better prepared to understand

and appreciate the iconographic programs on the temple than they.

Today their significance is lost in a period when such symbols are of
little supposed value. In order to unlock their meaning, one must

have an understanding of Mormon doctrine, practice, and scripture,

along with the information given by Angell, Sr., a study of the

temple plans, and insights from the works of Orson Pratt.

The purposeful arrangement of the Saturn-stones and star-

stones at the highest point on the wall buttresses and the ParaPet
represents the heavens. The idea of heaven is supported by Nibley's

observation that the temple's "crenelated walls and buttresses are

familiar from the oldest monumentel temples as the'pillars of
heaven.' "zz The descending placement of the sun-stones, moon-

stones, and earth-stones completes the symbolism of the established

108 order of God's creations and their relationship to the reckoning of
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FIGURE ONE

Symbolic Stones of Side
Buttress System

Saturn-stones: Kolob
Star-stones: Heaven

Sun-stones: Celestial Earth

Moon-stones: Terrestrial Earth

Earth-stones: Telestial Earth



time. An explanation is found in the Mormons' Book of Abraham,
translated from the original Egyptian papyri in Joseph Smith's
possession from 1831.23

And I [Abraham] saw the stars, that they were very great, and
that one of them was nqrrest unto the throne of God; and there were
many great ones which were near unto it;

And the Lord said unto me: These are the governing ones; and
the name of the great one is Kolob [Saturn-stone], because it is near
unto me, for I am the Lord thy God: I have set this one to govem
all those which belong to the same order as that upon which thou
standest [earth-stone].

And the Lord said unto me, by the Urim and Thummim, that
Kolob was after the manner of the Lord, according to its times and
seasons in the revolutions thereof; that one revolution was a day
unto the Lord, after his manner of reckoning, it being one thousand
years according to the time appointed unto that whereon thou
standest. This is the reckoning of the Lord's time, according to the
reckoning of Kolob.

And the Lord said unto me: The planet which is the lesser

light, lesser than that which is to rule the day, even the night, is
above or greater than that upon which thou standest in point of
reckoning, for it moveth in order more slow; this is in order because
it standeth above the earth upon which thou standest, therefore the
reckoning of its time is not so many as to its number of days, and of
months, and of years.

And the Lord said unto me: Now, Abraham, these two facts
exist, behold thine eyes see it; it is given unto thee to know the
times of reckoning, and the set time, yea, the set time of the earth
upon which thou standest, and the set time of the greater light [sun-
stone] which is set to de the day, and the set time of the lesser light
[moon-stone] which is set to rule the night.

Now the set time of the lesser light is a longer time as to its
reckoning than the reckoning of the time of the earth upon which
thou standest.

And where these two facts exist, there shall be another fact
above them, that is, there shall be another planet whose reckoning of
time shall be longer still;

And thus there shall be the reckoning of the time of one planet
above another, until thou come nigh unto Kolob [Saturn-stone],
which Kolob is after the reckoning of the Lord's time; which Kolob
is set nigh unto the throne of God, to govern all those planets which
belong to the same order as that upon which thou sandest.24

One notes in the original temple plans that the sun-stones,

moon-stones, and earth-stones have been set in their resPective

110 cosmological order. The sun-stones and moon-stones have been



programmed to illustrate the computation of the earth's time. The
fifty-two weeks it takes for the earth to make one complete
revolution around the sun, markitg one solar ye?r, are represented

by the individual rays of light set about the circumference of each of
the fifty sun-stones. The rwenty-nine and one-half days (29.13, to be

precise) required for the moon to complete one revolution around

the earth are symbolically represented in the fifty moon-stones

arrznged about the exterior circumference of the temple : the moon-
stones 

"re 
grouped in fours and are sculptured to depict the four

phases of the moon-new moon, first quarter, full moon, and last

quarter-establishing the lunar month. Correspondingly, the thirty-
four earth-stones were to have been shown at various stages of axial

rotation, had the temple been finished with an easily sculptured

veneer of "freestone." Saturn was probably selected to represent

Kolob because of its rings, which readily display the rotation
necessary for the computation of God's time and that of the other
heavenly bodies. The time required for Saturn to make one

revolution around the sun is twenty-nine and one-half earth years,

the numerical equivalent in years of the number of days the moon
requires to rnake one revolution around the earth.zi The idea of time
and rotation is solidified by the presence of the constelladon Ursa

Major (the tsig Dipper) sculptured on the west center tower. Its
pointer stars are oriented with near accurzcy to the North Star-
histori cally the symbol of the center of time and the revolution of
the universe.26

This concept of cosmological order is continued into the

cardinal orientation of the building on its north-south, east-west

axial lines. The stnrcture is thus placed in harmony with the celestial

movement of the earth and the other heavenly bodies. Nibley
remarks on the ancient precedent for orienting temples:

The root tem-in Greek and Latin denotes a "cutting" or intersection
of two lines at right angles, "the point where the cardo and
decumanous cross," hence where the four regions come together,
every temple being carefully oriented to express "the idea of pre-
established harmony between a celestial and terrestrial ima ge."zt

Such harmony is further expressed in the deliberate grouping of the
moon-stones as well as in the very procedure by which the 111



priesthood is to lay out temples.

demonstrate clearly that the Salt

scale model of the universe.28

In 187 8, x plan of the temple 's exterior walls was drafted

expressly to plot the exact location of each of the fifty moon-stones

accordirg to lunar phase, month and yea,r. This was determined by

observations made that ye:;r in anticipation of the next season's

building program, when the moon-stones were to be laid. The lunar

sequence begins on the north wall with the fifth buttress from the

northwest corner tower (designated as buttress two on the plan) and

continues in a clockwise movement around the fifq buttresses of the

temple. The sequence logically ends with the point of starting-more
specifically, between the new and first-quarter moons of buttresses

four and five from the northwest corner tower (designated as

buttresses two and fifty-one on the plan.) The plan specifirdfrfty
moon-stones in order to create a sequential break to establish the

beginni.g point of the lunar cycle.

The same clockwise progression is seen in the correct order in
which temples are to be laid out. As explained by Joseph Smith:

If the strict order of the Priesthood were carried out in the
building of Temples, the stories would be laid at the southeast comer
by the First Presidency of the Church. The southwest comer should
be laid next. The third, or northwest corner next; and the fourth, or
northeast comer last. The First Presidency should lay the southeast
comer stone and dictate who are the proper persons to lay the other
comer stones.

If a Temple is built at a distance, and the First Presidency are

not present, then the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles are the Persons
to dictate the order for that Temple; and in the absence of the
Twelve Apostles, then the Presidency of the Stake will lay the
southeast corner stone; the Melchizedek Priesthood laying the comer
stones on the east side of the Temple, and the ksser Priesthood
those on the west side.2s

On 6 April 1s53, Brigham Young had the Salt Lake Temple

laid out in this prescribed order. Nibley astutely observed in his

book, The Masage of the Jowph Smith Papyri: An Egyptian Endounnent,

the marked similarity between the order in which Mormons and

Egyptians lay out their temples. He noted that President Young,

112 after the laying of the cornerstones of the Salt Lake Temple and

Explanations of these symbolisms

Lake Temple is a microcosmos-a



while offering the dedicatory prayer over the southenst comerstone
of the Manti Temple, made specific references to light.ro 'rVith the
Salt Lake Temple, he spoke of light in both physical and spiritual
terms. The geographical location of the temple being in the northern
hemisphere required that the southeast comersrone be laid first
because "there is the most light." As a fact, the sun does rise from
the southeast and first illuminates rhe east and south fabric of the
building.r t Symbolically and spiritually, the Melchizedek priesthood
and particularly those ordained to the office of apostle in rhat
priesthood after the order of the Son of God are rhe givers of light-
hence the flames on the finials of all the corner buttresses. It is
therefore appropriate that the rwo easr cornefstones are set by that
priesthood. Of most importance is the symbolism attached to the
east fagade, particulady the central tower, which is representative of
Christ, the Author of Light.

The clockwise movement of the representational stones on the
exterior of the temple is attuned to the movements of the sun and
moon. Together with their vertical ordering and the axial
orientation of the building, the stones symbolize an established
internal order with christ as its center-an order which is concentric
with the order of God.i, Central to the established theme of cosmic
order is Christ and his gospel as the means whereby man can become
part of the celestial order.

In harmony with the 1878 plan, Percy L. Myer translates the
lunar cycle into the corresponding months of the Gregorian
calendar. Beginning with the moon-stone on the fourth buttress,
representing the moon in its new phase, and moving clockwise with
each successive four moon-stones carved to represent one lunar cycle
of approximately rwenty-nine days, the fourth grouping (buttresses
thirteen through sixteen on the plan), representing the fourth lunar
month of the Gregorian cdendar, flanks the east center tower. The
fourth lunar month of thirty days (an extra day must be added to
compensate for the fractional half-day)-berween 30 March end Zg
April-is of most importance to Mormons. He points out that on
the fourteenth moon-stone on the north front buttress of the east
center tower, the moon is appropriately represented in the first
quarter phase while the moon-stone on the south front buttress of
the east center tower shows it in full phase. The significance is their
implied dates.ri n3
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... The new moonstone 13, on the north side of the easr center
tower indicates the date, March 30th. And now, when we call to
mind that there are usually seven or eight days between successive
phases of the moon as represented on the moonstones, we can
reasonably assigt dates to the moonstones indicatirg the other
phases. Therefore, since the moonstone 13, on the north side of the
east center tower, indicates the date March 30th, the one on the right
front buttress of the tower reasonably represents a date seven days
later. This date is found to be April 6th, the sixth day of the fourth
month in our modern manner of reckonirg.

This is the month and d^y on which the prophet Joseph
[Smith] organized the Church of Jesus Christ, in iccordancb with rhe
commandment given by revelation. This is the month and day on
which the House of the Lord [Salt Lake Temple] was commenced
and completed.ra

In reference to the significance of 6 April, an appropriate
inscription was placed above and between the fourteenth and

fifteenth moon-stones and their buttresses.

HOLINESS TO THE LORD
THE HOUSE OF THE LORD

Built by the Church of Jesus Christ
of Iatter-day Saints

Commenced April 6, 1853
Completed April 6, rB93

The placement of the inscription is fitting in regard ro the
previously discussed concept of light; for when the actual rays of the
morning sun strike the gold intaglio letters, they stand our with
definition from the gray-white granite. The brilliance of the gold
letters seems to further symbolize the central importence of Christ
and the temple, his house-a house of order.

Myer continues in his attempt to define a pre-latter-day
iconography that testifies to the Old and New Testament reality of
Christ. To accomplish this, he sq/itches from the Gregorian to the

Jewish sacred calendar. The reason for the change was the date of t4 11t



April, for moon-stone LJ has no symbolic significance to Mormons.

Moon-stone lJ is the first full moon after the vernal equinox in the

month of Abid or Nisan, the first month of the Jewish sacred

calendar. Abid is the month of the Passover-specifically, the month

of the Paschal Moon, which is the moon under which the Israelites

found favorable light to flee from EgyPt. To the Christian, it is also

the month of the Lord's Last Supper, his crucifixion, and his

ultimate atonement for the sins of mankind. Myer takes the ten sun-

stones on the east fagade to mean the tenth day of the month of
Abid, which he inteqprets to be the day on which Christ was born,

thus correlating it with the date of 6 April.r: This inteqpretation is

compatible with the calculations of Orson Pratt.ro \(ith the same

reasoning, he considers the organization and possible symbolism of
the center tower of the west fagede. using the established month of
Abid as a guide, he places this tower within the month of Tisri or

Ethanim, the seventh month of the Jewish calendar. Again using the

ten sun-stones of the fagade, he looks to the tenth day of that month

for meaning. He finds in kviticus 23:26-32 a reference to this very

day and month as the one in which the Lord required his people to

observe the Sabbaths.

Still looking to the first and seventh months of the Jewish
sacred calendar, he equates the fifteen sun-stones along the buttresses

of the south and north walls with the resPective days of these

months and uses Irviticus 23:6-8 and z3:33-36 to determine that

they were the days on which the Lord required his people to observe

the Feasts of Unleavened Bread and Tabernacles.

Concluding with the fifty sun-stones that encircle the temple,

Myer counts fifty days from the Passover Sabbath (the first dzy of
the Feast of Unleavened Bread) and, using Leviticus 23:'l'5-16 zs a

source, finds the day on which the Lord asked that a me,rt offering

be made to him. To christians, this is the Day of Pentecost referred

to in Acts 2:1.-4O.

Though speculative and open to criticism and revision, Myer's

observations fit within the known iconographical program of the

temple. To conclude with the Day of Pentecost, the date on which

rhe Lord took leave of the earth, is consistent with the next symbolic

program on the temple, which tells of the restoration of his gospel

Lrc and the reestablishment of his kingdom.iz



The restoration of the gospel is symbolized by the srarue of the
angel Moroni set atoP the spire of the cenrer tower of the easr
hgade. He is depicted as the herald spoken of by John the Revelaror.

And I saw anorher angel fly in the midst of heaven, having the
werlasting gospel to_preach-unto them that dwell on the earrh,"and
to every nation, and-kindred, and tongue, and people.

. - 
Saying_with a loud voice, Fear dod, and gi".'gtory to him; for

the hour of his judgment is come : and worshif ttni tnat made
heaven, and earth, and the sea, and the fountains of waters.:a

According to Mormon belief, the announcemenr of the
impending restoration of the gospel of christ, as symbolized by the
angel Moroni atop the east center spire, was soon followed by the
restorarion of the priesthood. This priesthood is administerei by
authorities who direct the church through the established doctrine
of divine and continued revelation. The six-tower/spire
configuration is emblematic of this authority on ."rrh and therefore
presides in architectural complexiry over the temple. The east tower
grouping is puqposely six feet higher iZtO feet total) than that on
the west, represendng the Higher or Merchizedek priesthood, which
is the authority to preside over the spiritual affeirs of the church. Its
three towers represent the presiding authorities: the president of the
church and his rwo counselors. They are also symbolic of the local
stake leadership: the stake president and his two counselors.rs The
twelve finial spires atop the corner buttresses of each tower represent
the Twelve Apostles and their local jurisdictional equivalents. The
west towers, being lower (2M feet) in elevarion, ,.pr.r.rt the ksser
or Aaronic Priesthood. Its three towers are emblematic of the
Presiding Bishop and his rwo counselors and their local
equivalents.ao

The east-west hierarchy of the rwo priesthood orders is
consistent with the requirements for the laying of the cornerstones
previously discussed.a' The only inconsistency lies in the
interpretation of the rwelve finials. Truman O. Angell, Sr.,
mentioned that the finial spires of the east and west tower groupings
r?resent the Twelve Apostles. Knowing that the office of apostle is
part of the Melchizedek Priesthood, one wonders why there are
finids on the wesr rowers representing the Aaronic priesrhood. rr7



There is certainly more to the cardinal orientation of the towefs than

iust the symbolism of the order of the two priesthoods. It seems

iogical ro assume that there is a similar distinction to be made

bet*een the apostles of the eastern and western hemispheres. The

easr finials would correspond to the original Twelve selected by

christ during his Palestine ministry; the west would be emblematic

of the Twelve chosen by the savior during his brief ministry among

the Nephite peoples of the Book of Mormon in the western

hemispirere priot ,o his ascension. The basis of this assumption

woulJ be the Mormon belief in the seniority of ordination and

appointed responsibilities of these first quorums'a2

And he said unto me: Thou rememberest the twelve apostles of

the Iamb? Behold they are they who shall iudge .the y.tl": tribes of

ir,""t; *n.r.fore, the i*el.,n. ministers of thy s-ed shall be iudged of

them; for ye are of the house of Israel'

And ihese twelve ministers whom thou beholdest shall iudge
thy seed. And behold, they are righteous forever; for because of their

faith in the Lamb of God'their gl.men* are made white in his

blood.+r

It is appropriate that the higher east finials rePresent Christ's

first chosen aposdes, befitting the order of their selection and

ordination, while the shorter west finials rePresent the second

quorum, thus giving primacy to the first-chosen'^ 
subsequ.rr, ,o1h. resrofation of the priesthood authoriry and

thefoundirrgoftheChurchwasthecommissionbytheSaviorto
take the goqpel to all the inhabitants of the eafth. As observed from

the original temple plans, there were to be cloud-stones with

descenJing rays of light placed just below the caps of the inside

buttresses of the four corner towers. They represented the gospel

being taken to the four corners of the earth, "to every nadon' and

kindied, and tongue, and people'" They were "emblematic of the

gospel light piercing through the clouds dispelling the clouds of

Iop.ttti,io" and error which had engulfed the world'"aa It is

significant that they were placed on the priesthood towers' because

-Issiorary work is a function of the priesthood and_because the four

corner towers were smtements of the four cornefs of the earth with

118 the center towers being a statement of the priesthood authority'
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The missionary concePt is in harmony with the iconography of

the constellation Ursa Maior on the center tower of the west faEade.

It is the symbol of the priesthood, of those ordained of the Lord and

sent to administer..to the Lost" who "may find their way by the aid

of the priesthood." These inhabitants of the eerrh are symbolized by

the earth-stones which are the reciprocal emblem to the cloud-stones,

with Ursa Maior as the intercessor symbol.ar

The cloud-stones on the east center tower are not Part of the

program represented on the wesr faEade. In the original plans, they

*.* to be depicted with hand-held trumpets projecting downward

among descending rays of light' They are the keys to another

iconographic scheme which centers on christ and his gathered

followers.
As a result of missionary work comes a gathering of the Lord's

elect from out of the nations of the world, to be taught under his

light. The only location on the temple where such a gathering could

be symbolized is the east fagade, which is symbolic of Christ, his

light, and his priesthood. Here, the cloud-stone on the south

buttress is depicted as being light and billowy while the one to the

north is dark and ominous. The one to the south is placed where

"there is most light," to speak of Christ's Presence among his

gathered elect. The other is placed where there is less light, to speak

as the angel flying in the midst of heaven warning the inhabitants of

the earth of the impending "great and dreadful day of the Lord'"46

In the words of the ProPhetJoel:

Blow ye the trumpet irt'Zion, and sound an alarm in my hgly

mountain [iemple]: lef a[ the inhabitants of the land tremble: for
the day of ?ne fora cometh, for it is nigh at hand'r'

Both declarations of christ are made from the midst of heaven, as

indicated by the pfesence of the parallel grouping of four stars set

between the cloud-stones.

The dedicatory inscription' set below the cloud-stones,

symbolizes the reality of the establishment of his kingdom on earth,

with the temple as his personal sanctuary where heaven and earth are

joined in a perfect order. It is also the place, as are any of the

temples, where the inhabitants of Zion-those who are pure in

l2O heart-can gather and be taught of light and truth'



...Iiterally-the House of the Lord ... a house where He and His
Spirit may dwell,- to which He may come or send his messenser; ro
confer priesthood and keys and to give revelation i. rrirJ."pi..;

Beneath the previous symbols and in descending order from
heavenly to earthly is the so-cailed alr-seeing eye. It is set in the arch
of the second major window of both faqades. This ancient motif has
multiple applications, but in reference to Mormon doctrine its
translation is found in the Books of psalms and proverbs.as The first
is consistent with the concept of divine protection afforded those
who seek to make God their friend. The second concerns the
omnipresent narure of God and his ability to discern the good and
evil deeds of man.

The inscription ..I AM ALPHA AND OMEGA,, on the
keystone of the first major windovrs reaffirms christ,s eternal
existence on which his people czn ray their faith and be strengthened
in their knowledge of his diviniT.ro Set in rhe window arch, f,elow
the inscription, is rhe hand-clasp motif. It, like the alr-seeing eye, is
ancient in origin and has multiple applications. To Mor-oir, it
represents the hand of fellowship within the external context of the
gospel. This marks the shifr in the iconographic program to the
present-day reality of christ-to man's relationship ,o -r' within
the gospel of Christ.:r

Only by way of conjecrure can the reasons for the placement of
the bronze figures ofJoseph Smith, Jr., and his brother,^Hyrum, in
the sculptural niches be considered. Their elevation above the earth-
stones but below the symbols of christ suggest a medieval placement
of martyrs. Joseph smith, the instrument by whom the Lord restored
his gospel to the earrh, and his brother, Hyrum, demonstrated their
willingness to give their lives for the church; this was viewed by
Mormons as a testament to their folowers of its truthfulness and of
the realiry of christ. sTithin the niches, they would have become
historic symbols from whom others could receive srrength, at the
same dme forming a vital iconographic link berween earth and
heaven. The Church, however, had the figures removed from their
niches in 1911 and placed on granite plinths on the lawn south of
the temple in order to bring them closer ro the visitors to Temple
Square. Historical plaques were attached to the monuments to
explain the contributions made by the two martyrs.r2 L2l



The earth-stones terminate the descending program' As

mentioned by Angell, sr., they were to be seen collectively as the

dwelling place for maq't3 This might seem a most naive conclusion

to make ar rhis juncture; but it must be explained that Mormons

believe that the earth, in its present state of progression, is the lowest

of God's creations. It also symbolizes the lowest of God's kingdoms

of reward. Its placement in the iconographic scheme is both

appropriate and fitting ro the position of mortal man who now must

look heavenward'

Man, as a mortal, is now placed in the position of having to

make a decision. The iconographic program to this point has taught

him his own origins, rhe order of God, the reality of christ and his

mission of redemption, and the restoration of his Church and

priesthood in this Preserit day. It is, then, his responsibility to

ietermine by his acts which kingdom he will inherit. On the fifty

flat buttresses of the temple is expressed in symbols the potential of

man,s feward in the life after death. The assembled earth-stones,

moon-stones, and sun-stones ere now to be read vertically as

rePresenting the varying kingdoms of worthiness or reward' The

eerth-or, in Mormon vocabulary, the telestial kingdom-is the

lowest; the moon, or terrestrial kingdom, is the middle; and the sun,

or celestial, is the highest kingdom. \rhat might aPPear to be a

discrepancy in this interpretation is actually not;ta for eYen though

the giory of the telestial kingdom in Mormon theology is likened

unto the brightness of the stars, the earth can be given that

designation also. Reference ro the eafth as the telestial kingdom is

based on the Mormon belief that the earth must Pass through a

series of stages in order to be exalted. \rith the fall of Adam, the

eerth also assumed a fallen or telestial state. At the Lord's second

coming, the earth will be cleansed to usher in the millennial era and

begin a rerresrrial state. The Millennium will close with a "short

peiiod" in which Satan will be loosed, after which the earth will die,

only to be resurrected and receive its celestial glory' It then will

become a fit abode for those who once lived on the earth and have

eamed the celestial order. This explains why the staf-stones on the

temple can be placed even above the sun-stones to rePresent the

hea.re.rs, while at the same time the earth can be designated as the

I22 telestial kingdom.tt The ultimate truth of this interpretation is



upheld in the liturgy of the temples. Docrrinally, in a vertical
reading the earth-stones, moon-stones, and sun-stones ft?nslate into
the telestial, terrestrrel, and celestial kingdoms of reward and the
stages of the earth's progression, assumirg a double meaning. The
iconographic scheme has now gone full cycle ro esreblish a
prescribed order.

\rhen taken as a whole, the temple with its geographic location
and its iconograPhic Program can be seen as an overall established
order concentric with the order of heaven. Integral ro this order is
the relationship berween God and man. The intended program of
the building is to aid man in his quesr to gain enrrance back ro the
Presence of God from whence he came. The temple is li terally a
compendium of Mormon belief.re
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